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May He Gruff

OFFICE
SAME MEN WHO CAUSED DIAZ TO
ABDICATE ARE SAID TO BE
.
AT WORK

NAMES ARE WITHHELD

HOWEVER, THEY HAVE INFORMED SECRETARY BRYAN OF
THEIR INTENTION

EXPECTED

FOR THIS REASON PROVISIONAL
PRESIDENT IS DISCOURAGED
BY FRIENDS

Washington, July 29. Ambassador
conHenry Lane Wilson resumed his
with
Secretary
here
ferences today
Bryan on the Mexican situation. Mr.
Wilson had expected to quit Washington today, but remained at the request
of the secretary to continue his extended report of conditions in the
southern republic.
President Wilson had no announcement to make today about the policy
the United tSates would pursue towards Mexico, but there is every reason to believe no steps will be taken
by this country pending the outcome
of the plans being laid by leading Mexicans to bring about peace.
Huerta May Resign
The fact thatsome of the mediators
interested in adjusting the difference
between the followers of Huerta and
Carranza were instrumental in persuading Porfirio Diaz to abdicate, is
encouraging officials in touch with
Mexican affairs to believe that their
efforts may bring about the resignation of President Huerta.
While the Mexicans who are taking
an active part in the plans decline to
permit the use of their names at this
time, they have proceeded to the point
of informing Secretary Bryan what
they have in mind. No developments
are expected for at least a fortnight,
during which the administration here
will keep in close touch with the negotiations.
The argument the Mexicans are said
to be planning to place before Huerta
is that the United States under no
circumstance would recognize his regime and that to extricate Mexico
from its financial straits it is necessary to establish a new administra-

this morning that Pascual Orozco and
a fir. ce of federal irregular
troops
had been started west from Chihuahua
the Mexico Northwestern in is road to '"'atipra, so that the
BY
in the lumber town can
Ameri'
be !;ken to the state capital. If the
rail on rl . from Chihuahua to Juarez
can be .;pt open, tha Americans can
then b brought to Juarez. As some
of Francisco Villa's rebels hold the
town of Madera, a battle may occur REPUBLICAN LEADER MANN WINS
when Orozco reaches there.
IN HIS FILIBUSTER FOR

CAMINEITI

If President Huerta was willing to
abdicate, men acceptable to him as
have
well as the constitutionalists
been tentatively selected from whom
a successor would be named.
Ambassador Henry Lane Wilson
had nothing to say today about the
developments on the situation generally. He had not decided when he
would leave for his vacation.
Although the senate foreign relamot
......V tnrlav Amhnssaliuua nnmn.iia
ivyiiuiiHt
to
invited
not
was
appear.
dor Wilson

Send Messages to Chihuahua.

El Paso, Tex.; July 29. Edwin C.
Bryan, a secret agent of the United
States government, loft El Paso today for Chihuahua City, Mexico, bearing code messages for United States
Consul Marion Letcher at Chihuahua.
He also carried some private mail for
Mr. Letcher and some communications from Consul T. D. Edwards in
The trip was made in an
Juarez.
automobile and is expected to require
two days. The code messages for
Consul Letcher are supposed to refer
to Biesel and McDonald, Americans
held in prison by the Mexican federal
authorities in Chihuahua.
Rebels Reported Moving On Juarez
Fort Bliss officers had received up
to noon no confirmation of the report
that Francisco Villa has broken camp
at Ascension and begun to move his
rebel army in closer to Juarez. The
report reached here last night, but
Colonel C. A. P. Hatfield, commanding the United States border guard
at Columbus, N. M., djrectly north
of Ascension, reported today that he
had received no confirmation of such
a troop movement.
Castro, comGeneral - Francisco.
manding the Juarez garrison, received an official report from Chihuahua
--

CASE

EXAMINED

CONGRESS

AMERICANS

ARE RELEASED

Washington, July 29. Charles Bls-se- l
and Bernard McDonald, the two
mine managers held by Mexican federals under sentence of death, at
Chihuahua, have been ordered released bv the Huerta government. Charge
Alrara. V the embassy here, inform- eri Secret :'ry P.nan.
It was said Mr.
Bryan expressed gratification at the
prompt action the Huerta government
had given to American representations in the cases, as well as that of
Dixon, the immigration inspector shot
at Juarez.
McDonald is an Englishman.
chauffeur, an American, lias
The
also been ordered released.
three men were charged by general
Orozco with attempting to take Amer-learefugees out of Parral.
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HIS RESIGNATION AS UNITED
STATES ATTORNEY FOR
CALIFORNIA

Washington, July 29. The republican filibuster, after paralyzing business in the house more than a week,
accomplished its purpose today when
the democrats decided to allow five
hours' discussion of the

MEETING

embroglio.

The democrats brought in a report
from the judiciary committee on a
resolution by Representative Kahn of
California calling for a telegram from
the attorney general May 16, directing McNab to take no affirmative acwhite
tion in the
slave cases until after receiving further advices from the attorney general.
The committee report sets forth
the attorney general bad supplied a
telegram which read as follows:
"McNab, United States District Attorney,
"San Francisco.
"Please write me fully concerning
charges against Cammetti 'and Diggs
and take no affirmative action In respect of same until you receive advices from me. Answer
"(Signature)
Diggs-Caminet- ti

AN0TIIE11PWE
SECEDES IN CHINA

"McREYNOLDS,

JOINS ITS DISAFFECTED
IN
REVOLT
NEIGHBORS
AGAINST REPUBLIC

"Attorney General."
Accompanying the telegram was a
memorandum showing it was sent by
the attorney general personally on the

Peking, China, July 29 5:20 p. m.
seceded evening of May 16.
The province of
On presenting the papers, the judifrom the Peking government on July
ciary committee recommended that
Just received here. The strength of the Kahn resolution be tabled, since
forces at present on the its purpose had been accomplished.
the
is On that report Chairman Clayton arborder of the province of
to allow
variously reported at from 1,500 to ranged for five hours' debate
to
others
and
Kahn
Representative
8,000 men.
vice presi discuss all circumstances of the
General , Li Liuen-Hencase.
dent of the republic, who Is conduct
Kahn pointed out
from'
Representative
China
in
central
ing operations
declared recently that hi? that the telegram holding up the trials
forces were capable of dealing with wag sent more than a month before
and Ha Secretary Wilson asked the attorney
the revolt in both Kiang-S-i
Nan, but today's r rorts announce t V general for delay.
"It was evidently necessary to
defection of a small body of troops'
whitewash the action of 'the attorney
on the 1 an river nl ve
general," said Kahn, discussing President Wilson's action in the cases.
THE
"Instead of having been blamed and
condemned, McNab should have been
commended by the president 'of the
EXIMN
United States. If the president had
called on him to withdraw his resigand proceeded' with the trial
nation
REPRESENTATIVE STEPHENSON
of these cases, he would have made
INTRODUCES RESOLUTION TO
himself
infinitely stronger with his
THAT EFFECT TODAY
countrymen.
"It has long been believed by the
Washington, July 29. Investigation
that there is one kind of law
masses
of conditions in Mexico by a joint
and the politically power
rich
the
for
was
committee
propos
congressional
and another kind
this
country
in
ed in a resolution by Representative ful
and weak The
the
poorfor
law
of
senators
Stephens of Texas. Five
and five representatives would exam action of the department in the
cases and the Western Fuel
ine all diplomatic correspondence and
other documents relating to the situ- company cases would seem to stamp
these charges as true."
ation.
"McNab did the country a signal
committee
shall consider,"
"The
said the resolution, "the question of service when he refused to be a party
our relations with Mexico growing to a program that would have given
out of the present disturoed condition versimilitude to the statement that
of that country. The committee shall Diggs, Caminetti and the Western
report with as little !e!ay as possible Fuel company directors, being rich
the true conditions in Mexico, the or politically powerful, could secure
protection given Americans and Amer- delay and thus possibly defeat jus
ican interests, the truth regarding the tice."
McKellar of TenRepresentative
inhumanities and atrocities which
democrats who
one
this
of
the
of
the
to
nessee,
come
knowledge
have
of the
discussion
and
sources
official
opposed
any
steadfastly
through
body
Representative
other facts relating to this matter. ease, characterized
The committee will, with as little Knhn's speech as a "political haranmemdelay as possible, recommend what gue," ami declared that every
of
the
failure
in
is
taken
ber
congress."
be
disappointed by
action should
to
California
that
said
profrom'
(he
Stephens
gentleman
Representative
he had not consulted Secretary Bryan duce that exposure which all expected.
or President Wilson about his
The house was wasting time spend
Ilu-Na- n

i

Hu-Na- n

Hu-Pe- h

to

CITY EDITION

ing five hours discussing so inconselobby committee that at one time he
quentially a matter of petty politics,
proposed an investigation of his acGEM
he declared.
tivities as a lobbyist for the National
Representative Pies of Texas called
Association of Manufacturers to former Chairman Wilson of the labor
Representative Kohfi to account for
A
1ULHALL
infinitesiuia'
figuring in a "small
committee; Speaker Clark and Republican Leader Mann and that all turnpiece of muckraking."
"It is bad enough," said he "when
ed down his proposal.
we open our committee rooms to cheap
Mulhall testified he made his proskates like Mulhall', but now the genof
posal to WUson, now secretary
tleman from California wants to turn
labor, personally, and to Clark and
over the halls of congress and the DEMOCRATIC HOUSE LEADER AT- Mann in a- letter through Represent- HOME OF DAUGHTER OF E. H.
ative MeDermott of Illinois. He tescolumns of the daily press to a little
.
OF SENTACKS CREDIBILITY
HARRIMAN AT NAflRAGAN-SEThe
tified
also
had
correoffered
scandal way out In California."
his
SATIONAL WITNESS
IS RIFLED
spondence to Samuel Gompers,
Progressive Leader Murdock assailof the American Federation of
ed the conduct of Attorney General
INTERVIEW Labor, and that Gompers had decin-ed- . JEWELS VALUED AT $75,000
GIVING
MeReyriolds in the Western Fuel com- DENIES
pany case, as did Representative Kelly
"Were the letters o.r their sub-of Pennsylvania.
DECLARES HE NEVER SAW MANU stance
laid before Mr. Wilson?" ask ROBBER DID HIS WORK BETWEEN
toGeneral
McReynolds
Attorney
FACTURERS'
AGENT
UNTIL
SATURDAY EVENING AND
ed Senator Walsh.
denial of
day issued an emphatic
"I
Mr.
Wilson
understandan
TODAY'S
SESSION
SUNDAY EVENING
gave
havinf attempted f to construe the
ing of what I had,' replied Mulhall.
Mann
white
slave act in such
Speaker Clark and Mr. Mann, Mul
manner that the
cas
COMES RIGHT BACK AT HIM hall said, Vvould not have the matter NO CLUE
AVAILABLE
IS
es might not be brought to trial or
"come up."
that he had instructed attorneys to
"Did you have a talk with either?"
confiao thr-- enforcement ,t t? o law to ALLEGED LOBBYIST ASSERTS HE
POLICE, NOT INFORMED
UNTIL,
asked
Senator Cummins.
cases cf commercialized vice.
CAN
PROVE
DAYS HAD ELAPSED, ARE
STATEMENTS
"No, sir."
"These tiutmeufs are wholly inJUST AS HE MADE THEM
NONPLUSSED
"Did you offer to sell them to
correct," said the attorney general. He
Gompers?"
had, he said, placed no construction
New York, July 29. Gems valued
"No, I offered to give them."
29. Majority
on the law which would interfere with
Washington,
July
Mulhall went briefly into the story at $75,000, including a rope ot
W.
Leader
Underwood of the
Oscar
pearls
prosecution of the;
house today denounced Martin M. Mul- of his separation from the National worth $00,000, were stolen, from tha
faces s?l for trir.l "August fifth.
hall, alleged lobbyist for the National Association of Manufacturers late Sn home of C. C. Rumsey at Narragan-se- tt
Association of Manufacturers, as "a 1911. His disagreed with his superpier during the 24 hours ending;
BULGARIAN CAPITAL FALLS
iors about his participation in a cam- Sunday night. Mrs.
a
liar
blackmailer."
UnderMr.
and
inKumsey was a
Belgrade, S'ervia,.July 29, The
in Maine in which, he swore, daughter of the late E. H. Harriman.
vestment of Sofia, the Bulgarian capi- wood appeared before the senate lob- paign
the United States Brewers' associa- The theft was made known today.
tal, is complete, the last connecting by committee to deny" that Mulhall
had paid his expenses. His
tion
The rope of pearls ivas given to
ever
to
him
had
about
talked
link of the railway having been cut.
legislafollowed a rebuke by the leg- Mrs. Rumsey by her mother and had
tion
one
before
look
After
The
the
congress.
Servian
by
troops.
Bulgarian
islative board of the manufacturers. a sentimental value far In excess of
forces concentrated ju Sofia as well at the witness he said:
The manufacturers, he said, wanted its intrinsic worth.
Other jewels
in
never
saw
"I
him
before
life."
iiv.' inhabitants of the capital are
my
to
keep out of liquor fights. Mulhall stolen, according to a statement is"I think," said the majority leader,
threatened with famine and the Bulga
explained he thought Watson was sued' at the office of the Harriman
rian government has asked Roumania "that it is in the interest of the public
to get his p'ace with the man- estate in this city, include the fol
trying
a
man
who
has
taken
liberties
to consent to
"'opening of the rail-- : that
and that Congressman lowing:
ufacturers
'id line running from .Varna on the with public men, as this man has.
Littiefield was instrumental in events
Ruby and pearl pendant.
ia'-I regard a
Sea to Sofia in order that pro- should be contradicted.
.
Gold pin, set with magnificent,
up to his resignation.
leading
man
a
blackmailer.
of
as
this
kind
visions u:ay be brought into the cltv.
That man has never been in the ways
Diamond brooch.
and means committee room since I
THE TARIFF DEBATE
Gold bag.
BANKERS
ACCUSED
OF
Washington, July 29. The debate have been chairman. He may have
Mrs. Rumsey's home was entered
'
devolved from republican senators an had conversation with me, but when
some time between 8' o'clock Saturalmost unanimous expression that he says he had an interview, I want
ATTACKING BONDS
day night and, the same hour Sunday.
there would be diff ;riy In agreeing to say that statement is a lie."
Only the contents of one room, that
on a vote on d:e?t.:J ,tf'iu while it
5iiV UttJerwpod appnareg nnexpect- - j
occupied by Mrs?'. Rumsny,
was likely that currency legislation edly and made a brief statement be- SECRETARY ' McADOO SAYS MON- usually
were disturbed, accord lug... to the
EYED INTERESTS ARE AGAINST
was to be pressed on congress at the fore he was sworn. He denounced as
ADMINISTRATION
false Mulhall's statement that an emspecial session.
Senator Sterling declared the coun- ploye of the ways and means commitNEW WATER POLICY
try was not ready to abandon the pol- tee had been in his employ. AccordWashington, July 29. Investigation
icy of protection.
Washington, July 28. A n::v poling to Mulhall's earlier testimony the of Secretary McAdoo's charges that
"The fact remains that through the man was paid $20 a month.
New York brokers have organized a icy in granting water jiowe.' pernr.:?
with the
southern representation
Chairman Underwood read Mulhall's campaign to depress the price of gov- was begjin today when authority ff3r
other end of the capital and on this letter about the alleged interview In ernment two per cent bonds was de- development of an eleci.u proie"t
floor your twenty millions," said he, which Mulhall wrote that Underwood manded in a statement issued today with an ultimate capacity of ,55C .000)
"are rulers over ninety million. With had told him that he could not do by Representative Henry, aide to the borse power on the Pend P'Oraiiia
your 57 million bushels of wheat you otherwise than appoint William B.
Washington, was gi anted tt
insurgent democrats on the
the International Power and Manuin effect demand that the producers Wilson, now
committee.
house
chairof
banking
labor,
secretary
of 630,000,000 bushels shall come into man of the house labor committee, beChairman Glass, however, declared facturing company. The grant may
competition with the surplus wheat cause there was no other candidate the committee had its hands full con- run perpetually and can be revoked
terms of the
of the world. '
before the ways and means eommit- - sidering the administration currency only for violation of the
regulations.
general
not
to
bill
be divertand did
tee.
propose
The lower the rate charged to the
4
i
"That whole statement is a lie out ed. He and other members of the
r
public the lower the rat
consuming
of whole cloth not a word of truth committee, however, made it plain
the government To
collected
by
TODAY IN CONGRESS
shared
the
In it," declared Mr. Underwood. "There that they
secretary's opinprotect the public further, a maxinever was a question about Wilson's ion as to the reason for the
mum charge of six cents per kilowatt
selection as head of the committee,
hour was fixed. To allow the United
Washington, July 29. Senate: Re- solely because' of his capacity and
states to compete with Sweden, Norsumed discussion of the tariff bill.qualifications. It is clear to me this
way and other countries in the manuDemocratic House Leader Under- man was down here writing these
SINE PUMPS
facture of nitrates for fertilizing purwood, before lobby investigating comthings to his people trying to make
poses the company will have to pay
mittee, declared Martin M. Mulhall out he was doing great things. He
PUT IN OPERATION only about 20 per cent of tha regular
to' be a "liar and a blackmailer."
me.
never had any conference with
rate for the power it uses in such
Foreign relations committee dis- The statement in his letter can be dismanufacture.
cussed
Nicaraguan
protectorate
proved by every member of the house COMPANIES PREPARE TO OPERtreaty. Senators Borah and Clarke ways and means committee. I am sure
ATE SHAFTS IN SPITE OF
ICE SUPPLY CUT OFF
took pronounced stands against the I never met this man. He had a face
THE STRIKERS
Pueblo, Col., July 9. The ice wagpolicy involved.
I could not forget.
on drivers today joined the strike
Senator Brandegee asked for the
"There is nothing here that reflects
Calumet, Mich., July 29. More mine which was begun by the teamsters
passage of a joint resolution fixing on me," continurl Air. Underwood
pumps started today on the shafts several days ago, and no effort was
date when new duties on wool and
"but I want it set right before the closed by the copper miners' strike, made to deliver ice in the
woolen products Bhall go into effect.
city.
with state troops guarding the non
On motion of Senator Gallinger the Jountry."
talked union
Mulhall reiterated he had
Coincident with
employes.
senate struck from congressional recCORN PRICES RISE
Underwood briefly in the corriwith
several commands of militia
Tillin
ord an article put
by Senator
'his employers were
to
written
had
dor
and
Chicago,
July 29. Sensational lowordered to the neighborhood, osman, and which Senator' Gallinger
as I found them
of
conditions
"about
ering
crop
estimates, owing to
just
maneuver
field
to
a
in
tensibly
big
characterized as an insult to northat that time."
the
in
damage
drought and heat,,
Washington
by
near
mines.
the
;
women.
ern
"I have no desire to contradict Mr.
As a result of the confedence today brought about a rush of buying today
The president submitted several
Underwood," he said, "but I am con with Vice President Mahoney of the in the corn trade. The result was
nominations for confirmation.
has heard my oth- Western Federation of Miners, and to put up prices 2 cents a bushel-Profi- t
Senator Sheppard introduced reso- vinced that after he
examination
this
and
witnesses
er
taking by holders caused r.o
Attorney A. W. Kerr of Calumet,
lution asking for foreign relations
he will take back counsel for the
been
ended
has
minsetback, the market abimportant
Mexiadvise
copper
senate
striking
if
committee to
said."
ers, Governor Ferris will probably sorbing all offerings in a manner that
can belligerents should be recognized. part of what he has
"The statements you made in your take action tonight or tomorrow to seemed almost ravenous.
Senator Johnston of Alabama introand can be prov ward
All hope of a three billion butihi ?
bringing representatives' of the
duced resolution offering $1(30,000 re- letter were not true
of
members
other
not
true
of corn this season appeared
ed
the;
by
workmen
yield
mining companies and the
ward for discovery of effective rembeen abandoned.
and means committee," retorted together for the meeting in the exboll
Instead, exways
weevil.
to
edy
destroy
was self- - ecutive office in the hope of settling perts talked of 2.673,000,000 bushels to
Senator Sterling spoke against the Mr. Underwood, "therefore it
evident I did not make them to you." the labor dispute in the up"pr penin. 2.70O.000.000 bushels with a possibiltariff bill.
-.
i!y t.if a drop to as short a total
1 will stand as clean before the sula.
House: Representative Henry in
returned
Mulhall,
at
as
bushels.
will,"
were
the
raised
new
No
issues
you
a statement, demanded investigation country
conference in the governor's off ire.
purchasing 'carried prices
of charges that New York bankers heatedly.
"Oh I have no question about how Both Mahoney and Kerr rrvoaf:! t lie yet higher before thp final po,i(r,
had organized to depreciate price of
we will stand relatively before the request that the governor use
the brokers frora the pit, which
government 2 per cent bonds.
tot'.-a
with
factions
Underwood,
the
had
been crowded throughout the flay.
Leader
to
Mann
of
public,"
replied
bring
ended,
Filibuster
white laugh, and left the committee room.
gether and effect a settlement. The The sharpest advanca was ia i' : I
and debate on Camtaettl-Digg- a
The incident created a flurry that chief executive said he was perfectly cember option, which at ono linn
slave case resolution began.
Representative Stevens of Texas had not wholly subsided when the willing to use his fiifuence jo adjust, showed a net advtnca cf 2QZ cent
a resolution for a committee settled down to the further matters, but that he did not deem tt. a bushel, at 63f.3'J- csxiri. Tha
introduced
committee of ten Identification or the letters.
necessary to go to the copper
congressional
fcowRvpr, was a;.
pVe f;ir Pwriii-prjoint
Martin M. Mulhall told the senate
to investigate the Mexican conditions.
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M'NAB

Denver, July 29. The ontmal convention of the National Association
of First Class Postmasters
opened
here today with more than 100 members in attendance from all parts of
of the country. The sessions will
continue three days. Discussions will
include the advisability of continuing?
the eight-hou- r
employment of postal
attaches, establishing
offices, increasing the limit of postal
savings deposits, and the general re
classification of mail. Ths delegates
were welcomed at. the opening ses- s'or by Governor E. M. Amnions nnd
Mayor J. M. Perkins. Post"i;i?'er J.
H. Harrison of Denver preside!.
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IS
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BANKING CONDITIONS HAVE
PROVED GREATLY IN THE
PAST FEW DAYS

IM-

New York, July 29. The recent re
Kleinkugel, Germany, July 29.
In the market, as foreshadow
socovery
a
of
dairy
Operations
a ed in these advices, began with Sechere
studied
been
by
have
ciety
McAdoo's
announcement of
of the American com- retary
his willingness to Issue emergency
mission on agricultural
Members of the society own In all currency whenever necessary. Dur
about 250 cows. Each member is re- ing the past week or ten days there
has been an encouraging relaxation
quired to own at least two cows and
of the tension In hanking circles,
stock
to take out at least one share of
both at home and abroad. Both call
of
the
costing $3. However, many
members own more than the required and time money are easier, and good
now find less difficulty In
two cows, and purchase one share of borrowers
accommodation
than than
securing
One
the
of
cows.
two
stock for each
for two or three months past; almembers who received the commis
bankers are still in very consioners owned 30 cows and $36 worth though
servative mood and Inclined to Imof stock.
a decided restraint upon anv un
The milk of the members is brought pose
due
In the west there has
optimism.
each day to the dairy by the members
also been some diminution of mone
to
Is
The
operated
dairy
themselves.
and there is no longer
make a small profit, but this margin tary pressure,
of inability to met neces
fear
any
and
Is simply a guard against losses
demands for crops and trade
not a means to pay dividends to the sary
the approaching autumn. All
during
members. At the present time the soa monetary crisis tha coming
of
fear
ciety has not paid off the mortgages autumn has now been safely passed.
on its buildings and so the profits, afIn Europe the situation Is also hotter,
ter a portion are placed in a reserve
although there Is still much need for
fund, are paid as interest and princiSo eminent an authority
jcajijtion.
pal on these loans. Members of the as Sir Felix Schuster of London hus
dairy receive cash for their milk from estimated that the recent losses of
the dairy. It is bought according to the Balkan war amount to $1,200,000,- the percentage of butter fat which it 000. This is a fabulous loss for eo
contains. The buttermilk and skim- short and relatively insignificant a
med milk is returned to the farmers
struggle, and is eloquent testimony
for cheese making and food for hogs. of the tremendous cost of modern
In another village tho commissioners warfare. The same high authority
s,aw
dairy where the also
predicts a rapid recovery from
the
society, and recent depression and very emphat
by
wpre
kept
bogs
where cheese was manufactured.
ically says the greatest danger now
Pecause of superior quality of butconfronting the money market Is too
dairy, as
ter made at the
great a rush of new securities. There
compared to butter made on the has been a very severe and wholefarms, the price obtained for
some curtailment of new capital apbutter averages about 15 per cent
plications, hut many have been only
above the market price. The cost of
postponed and are still very urgent.
making is considerably reduced bo It Is Incumbent upon bankers to firmthat the increased returns to the mem- ly delay these requirements as far as
bers are satisfactory. Dealers In but- practicable, yielding only to those
ter are required to pay a local tax, demands which are most necessary
and
but because of the
and Imperative. This, pf course,
non profit seeking character of this means a further Blowing down In
dairy no tax is required unless the some line's of trade, also a temporary
dairy wishes to purchase milk from contraction of new enterprises. This
outside farmers. All members of the is unwelcome, but is the only preall
to supply
dairy are required
ventive of disastrous consequences
of '.K'ir milk, not required for use at after a period of prolonged
dairy.
home, to (he
situation is
The manager of the dairy who apThe home business
At this period
peared before the commissioners said gradually improving.
that his salary was $150 a year, with a of the year the crops are a most imfree house, free butter and milk al- portant factor.
In this respect the
lowed. Yet he was a trained dairy- situation is somewhat spofy, as durman and a graduate of one of 'the Or-- ing the past week some secti&ns of
ail dairy schools, lie told the com- the interior have suffered from
mission something of these schools in
heat and drouth. Rememberwhich tho Hermans place great store ing that the conditions on July 1
In eve,- rian town there is one were somewhat better than the govschool in .'''fh dairying is taught. ernment report indicated, the pros- When f i' ( lildren are 14 years old pects at the moment are for crops
if they have decided to become dulry decidedly above the average. The
farmers, they enter this school. The present outlook is for a 720,000,000-bushe- l
wheat crop, a yield of 3,000,-00children are set. at their work even
bushels of corn and a heavy cotat an earlier age for they must receive a preliminary training at a dairy ton crop. The next week or ten days,
before they enter the school. There however, will be a critical period
was one pupil at the
dairy corn and other grain crops; hence it
to
enter the dairy is premature to assume too much con
preparing himself
school. It is not. of course, child la- fidence regarding the 'outcome. Our
bor, but simply vocational education merchandise markets are generally
carried on in connection with other in sound condition. Prices have freschool training. The efficiency of the quently declined, firm money having
German agriculturists nml artisans is forced more or less liquidation. This
believed to rest largely upon this is the period of summer quiet, and
training, though from the American many mills are taking avantage of
standpoint objection miuht be made such conditions to partially close
The
to It on the ground that to train a for overhauling and repairs.
child to manual labor from so earlv steel Industry shows move, activity
a ii ago la apt to create classes within than might have been expected, considering the recent financial depresa country.
sion. The great textile trades are of
The Importance of the
cre.'t societies in the development of course somewhat embarrassed' by the
Is
was prospect of tariff changes. There
other
enterprises
made readily apparent to the commissioners. The
dairy
owns its own land but the building
was erected on credit advanced by
the local Raiffenisen society. Three
LARGEST VARIETY
and a half per cent Interest Is paid FINEST QUALITY
hy the society upon all loans. The
principal of the loans is paid back by
amortization In small annual Install-mens- .
On the dairy house this Installment payment each year Is two per
cent of the amount of the loan. On the
machinery it la 10 per cent, and on
wagons 20 per cent. Higher payments
on wairnn" and machinery are required
because, of depreciation in their value.
over-activit-

0
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TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
"f;n.T IDGE" the only ladies'phoe tlwBmg ttmt
Take LAXATIVE! ISROMO Quinine positively
contains Oil. Blaciks and Pollution ladies'
Tablets. Druggists refund money If and children's boots and shot's, shines without
We.
"FRENCH filOSS," JOc
it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signa"DANKY" combination for cleaning and polishing
ture is on each box. 2"c Adv.
nil kiutiu of russet or tan shoes, '.i&c. "STAR" size, lOu.

q,

Stings or bites of Insects that are
fe'wed hy nwcllings, pain or itching
be treated promptly, as thev

''-'n:l-

BALLATtD'3

SNOW
y i
counteracts the poison. It
is hi th intlser.te nnd healing. Price
per hot He. So''
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
poisonous.

nipT

2r

in

FOR

Little

"OUIfK WHlTE"(inllqnhl form with apomre) quickly cleans and whitens dirty canvas shoes, inc. & iic.
"A! ftO" fjrinn and Khilcm BUCK, MIB1TK.
Stlf isl! and CANVAS SHOW. In round white cakea
packed in zinc buses, with sponge, 10c In handsome, lame aluminum boxes, with sponge, 26c
If yrtur dottier rtnew not keep the kind yon want, send ni
the prtoe In
full sire pnekntte, ehtu'tfus paid.
WHtTIEMOHE BROS. A CO,
20-Albany Street, Cnmbrkiiio,
2'tie iMfst and
Manufacturers 0
tjtritst
Mm toliints
in the World.

M.

Stomachs Get Out cf Order
Easily in Hot Weather
During the hot months mothers
should look very carefully to the con
dition of the bowels of babies and
young children, and, for that matter,
it is very important in the lives of
people at all ages. Care should be
taken the water is pure, the milk
wholesome and the fruit ripe (though
not over-ripeand that not too much
of anything Is eaten.
When trouble results it is usually
in the form of constipation or of diarrhoea. If the child loses appetite, is
fretful or languid, and complains of
headache, you may look for constipation. Give it a small dose of Dr. Cald
well's Syrup Pepsin at night on retir
ing, and by morning this pleasant laxative will have acted and the child will
be its normal self again.
At the first sign of a summer cold
also give Syrup Pepsin, as the cleaning out of the bowels will usually he
sufficient to break the cold. Summer
diarrhoea can be stopped in the same
way by ridding the bowels of the poisons and germs that cause the trouble.
This opinion of the value of Syrup
Pepsin Is shared by thousands of
people like Mrs. Ella
Denzel. 124

TAILORED SUITS, WASH
SUITS, MILLINERY,
PARASOLS

SEASON
METROPOLITAN
THEATERS WILL
BE VISITED BY OLD STARS IN
NEW ROLES
New

),

a steady and satisfactory inquiry for
al classes of fabrics, yet neither im
porters or manufacturers are able to
make future plans until the tariff Is
finally adjusted. The outiook now is
that the tariff bill will be passed
within a few weeks, some authorities
saying as early as September 1. It
is to be hoped such expectations will
prove true. It is equally to be hoped
that congress will quickly pass a currency bill and adjourn. There Is no
conceivable action on the part of con
gress which would more conduce to
business recovery than prompt action on these two important questions
and then equally prompt adjournment. The public, and especially our
business men, are weary of continued
Inquisitorial proceedings
instigated
probably In some instances. I sur
advertisemise, more for political
ment than economic advantage.
Now that the currency bill Is before the public, I should like to make
these suggestions as amendments,
which I firmly believe would be a
solution of the hanking
problem: Let the greenback bills remain
their present
outstanding,
amount being over $300,000,000. Let
the national bank bills also remain
outstanding, their present volurrfe beAs the latter
ing about' $700,000,000.'
are backed by the government 2 per
cent bonds, this action would keep
those Issues at par, If It were known
that they were not to he disturbed.
This would give stability to our government bonds, which, owing to their
circulation privlliges, give the United
States the highest apparent credit of
any nation in the world, although British consols have long been considerStiTi it
ed the premier
security.
must be remembered the latter carry
no privileges and sellstrictly upon an
investment basis. In order to provide for much needed elasticity the
$500,000,000 reserve fund law should
be extended, making such required
amendments as would be necessary
to allow an increase or decrease of
currency according to requirements.
Were these ideas carried out in an
effectual manner the country would
receive at the present time all it
needed in the way of currency reform; at least until a thoroughly satisfactory currency bill could be devised and passed, which may cause
long delay to the detriment of bus!
ness undertakings on a large scale.
Aside from monetary aud crop uncertainties, the stock market outlook
is encouraging. The Mexican difficulties will not oe a serious factor
except to a limited class of securities.
The high rate paid by some corporations for financing, notably the New
Haven, are suggestive reminders of
the necessity for conservatism in new
borrowings. The volume of general
business has been well sustained; far
"better in fact than might have been
anticipated. This is confirmed by
continued satisfactory railroad earnings. As for the dispute between the
railroads and their employes, more
rational means of adjustment are being found than formerly existed, and
arbitration is likely to prevent serious consequences. Our foreign trade
is running upon a very liberal scale
and promises to so continue. The
new tariff will unquestionably stimulate imports, and these Jin turn will
encourage exports. Larger markets
for American manufacturers are absolutely necessary and sura to come.
With the favorable outlook for a more
satisfactory outcome of affairs at
Washington we are promised a more
,active and stronger market. It will
be well, however, to keep a close
watch upon the crop and money outlook, also upon developments In Mex

HIE NEXT

Nichols Ave., Stratford, Conn., who
uses It successfully herself and gives
it to her two little boys; and Mrs.
C. C, Allen of New Monterey, Cal.,
who finds It in every particular just
what she and her family need.
Avoid giving children cathartics,

purgatives, pills or powders, as they
are too harsh. Confine yourself to
a gentle laxative-tonilike Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. You can obtain
it of any druggist at fifty cents and
one dollar a bottle, the latter being
the family size.
Families wishing to try a free sample bottle can obtain it, postpaid, by
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 41S
Washington St., Monticello, 111.
ico.

Furthermore, a too rapid

ad-

vance in the market will be sure to
provoke disastrous reaction. We have
turned the corner and may look for
reasonable
improvement, hut

for the present at least
should be rigidly frowned down,
HENRY CLEWS.
RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART
Don't overlook., the grave fact that
rneumatism easily "settles in the

neart," and disturbs the valvular action. The cure consists In removing
the cause. Foley Kidney Pills eo tone
up and strengthen the kidneys that
they keep the blood free of poisons
and uric acid crystals, that cause rheu.
matism, swollen joints, backache, urinary Irregularities and disturbed heart
action.
Try them. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
FIREMEN MEET IN TOLEDO
Toledo, O., July 29. Toledo 'is

en-

tertaining for three days a great conclave of firemen gathered from all
over northern Ohio and some from
neighboring states. The tournament
program calls for demonstration of
fire fighting and life saving and a big
parade to show the progress made
in fire fightimrapparatus from the
motor propellold "hand
ed engines and trucks of the present

ubitote

day.
OBEY THAT

IMPULSE

"

Instead ot the daily torment of
weak back, backache, sore kidneys,
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey
that imulse to take Foley Kidney Pills.
with nature, which
They
for their success in all kidney and bladder disorders. They are
healing,
strengthening and tonic.
and give
Obey that impulse today
them a chance to help your. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
-- Adv.
ELECTION IN CINCINNATI

Cincinnati, July 29. Tomorrow's
election in Cincinnati is regarded as
probably the most Important evpr
held In this city.
The voters will
pass upon the question of a new charter which it is expected will bring
about many desirable reforms In the
At the same
municipal government.
time the voters will select a set of
15 men to frame the new charter in
the event of its adoption.
The Difference Between "The Summer
Girl" and "The Summer Woman"
While the former is having a "good
time" the latter is too often dragging
around nervous, run down, tired ouc,
with aching back and weary limbs,
sleepless and wretched. Often u is
kidney trouble not female trouble and
Foley Kidney pills are a direct and
pcMtive help for tbe condlt'ou. u. G
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
The agonizing discomfort and sense
of suffocation that accompany bay
fever and asthma may be greatly a;
leviated by'the use of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound. It has soothing
effect on the mucus linings, and relieves the gasping and ticklin? sensation In the throat and bronchial
tubes. O.- G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. -- Adv.
-

York,

July'

29.

iManagerial

plans for the new season, as announced from the various offices, Indicate
much general theatrical activity this
year. As in other seasons, it must
be expected that a number of the
plays that the managers say they have
for production will not be presented
this year except in emergencies, such
as successive failures of plays upon
which the greater hope had been
placed.
Charles Frohman's announcements
Indicate a good "Barrie" season.
Maude Adams will devote the season
to the J. M. Barrie cycle of comedies.
Following "Peter Pan," she will appear in a new Barrie play, "The Legend of Neonora," and later In the
season she has another Barrie program, "The Ladies' Shakespeare, Being One Woman's! Version of a Notorl-u- s
Work, Edited by J. M. Barrie,"
For Blanche Bates Mr. Frohman
has prepared a program which will
consist of a new Barrie play called
"Half Hour," in conjunction with
which Miss Bates will appear in Stanley Houghton's play, "The Younger
Generation."
Mr. Frohman also has two other
Barrie plays, which he expects to produce this season, one called "The
Will," and the other called "The Little Policeman."
John Drew will be seen in "Much
Ado About Nothing." William Gillette
will play a season of 20 weeks in repertoire, Bille Burke has a new comedy, "The Land of Promise," by W.
Somerset Maugham. John Mason will
he seen in "Indian Summer," a new
play by Augustus Thomas. Otis Skinner will remain for the present in
"Kismet," and Mme. Nazimova will
continue for some time In "Bella Donna." Ethel Barrymore will be seen
early in the season in a play from the
novel "Tante."
Among the plays Mr. Frohman has
in reserve are "The Mob," by John
Galsworthy; Henry V. Esmond's play
"Eliza Comes to Stay;" a new four-ac- t
play by George Barr, a new play by
Henry Bernstein, and three new comedies by Edward Sheldon, Thompson
Buchanan and Stanley Houghton.
The Frohman musical productions
will include "The Doll Girl," with
Richard Carle and Hattle Williams;
"The Marriage Market," with Donald
Brian; the Viennese success, "The Little King"; "The Girl on the Film,"
from the Gaiety Theater, London, and
a new musical review by Vaillavet
and de Fleurs.
Among the Shubert productions will
be the new Drury Lane melodrama,
"Dreadnought"; another English melodrama entitled "Cheer, Boys, Cheer";
"The Surprises of Hell," by C. E. Fer-naland "Simon Street No. 19," by
a prominent English author. The
Shuberts will conduct the farewell
American tour of
and Gertrude Elliott. For the other
Shubert stars the definite plans have
not been announced.
Cohan and Harris include in their
plays 'the productions of "Seven Keys
to Baldpate," "Potash and Perlmut- -
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INSURANCE MEN MEET
"Newly Married," by Edgar
Raymond Hitchcock in a new
Burlington, Vt., July 29. Insurance
musical play, Porter Emerson Browne's commissioners of a majority of the
comedy, "520 Per Cent," Irwin Cobb's states were present here today at the
'
annual
Back Home," "Home Ties," a wo- opening of the
convention of their national associaman's suffrage play by George
Douglas Fairbanks in "Cooper tion. The program covers four days
Sel-vy-

forty-fourt-

Wid-dleto-

Hoyt, Inc.," "The Brain Promoter,"
by Edward Laska; "The House of
Glass" and "Money Mania."
The productions planned by John
Cort for this year are "The Elixir of
Youth," a comedy by Zellah Covington and Jules Slmonson; "The Man-ec,- "
a comedy by Anne Crawford Flex-neand a revival of "The Ham Tree,"
with Mclntyre and Heath. Mr. Cort
will also have two vaudeville road
companies, in' which Lillian Russell,
Anna Held, William Farnum and other
stars will appear.
The Lieblers have announced only
two new ventures for the early part
of the season, the American tour of
England's most notable light comedian, Cyril Maude, and the production
of George Birmingham's Irish farce.
"General John Regan."
WInthrop Ames will open his new
Gotham theater with Arnold Bennett's
play of "The Great Adventure." About
the same time the Little Theater will
open with "Prunella," by Granville
Barker and Laurence Housman. Mr.
Ames also- has In preparation "Her
Own Money," an American comedy by
Mark Swan, and "The Clash," an exciting drama by a new author, Cyril
Wentworth Hogg.
The American Play company will
produce a baseball play by Christie
Mathewson and Rida Johnson, called
"Fair Play." Another production of
the same firm will be "Under Cover,"
a drama based upon smuggling operations at the port of New York.
The features of H. H. Frazee's program for the season will be Edward
Locke's comedy, "The Silver Wedding," starring Thomas Wise, and
"'The Coquette," a musical piece by
Victor Herbert and Harry B. Smith.
r,

-

and provides for the discussion of
the state regulation of rates, insurance education, underwriters' agencies, workmen's compensation and
other problems connected with the
insurance business and its control.
Included among the scheduled speakers are Joseph Button
J.
L. Bleakley of Iowa, J. A. O. Preua
of Minnesota, J. T. Winship of Michigan, R. J. Merrill of New Hampshire
and William Keating of Montana,
NEW BOOKS ISSUED

concise volume entitled "Commer
cial Keiations or tne umea states,
which contains statistics showing the
foreign trade of each country of the
world during 1911 compared with the
previous year, has just been issued by
the, bureau of foreign and domestic
commerce at Washington. This valuable publication shows the principal
articles and their value entering into
the trade of each country and the
itemization of the imports from and
the exports to the United States. The
statistics were prepared by American
consular officers, and supplemented
by other official data. In addition to
trade statistics, the grain crops and
the mineral output of the principal
countries are given, thus presenting
in compact form the principal features
upon which the commerce and industries of the foreign countries depend.
The volume should prove highly valuable for reference purposes, having
been revised and brought up to data
so far as statistics were available.
Copies of the book may be obtained
from the superintendent of documents, Washington, D. C, for 35 cents
each.
A
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The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northernmost of th group ot Kroenjg's lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land rompany. No
person will be allowed o hunt or
rish upon this property except members of tho club, and all persons going there must he prepared to show
a memberehlp card In this organization.
Otherwise they will be arrest-for trespassing.
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HISTORY OF FANS

IS FULL OF
INTEREST
FROM THE LEAF OF THE SAVAGE
TO THE MODERN ELECTRIC
CONTRIVANCE

The dnnabitants of nearly every
country have used fans for thousands
of years, The American Indian utilized for this purpose the wings of the
wild turkey and other large birds.'
The fans of the Aztecs of Mexico and
the Incas of Peru were made of highelaboly colored feathers and most
of
the
wild
fans
The
rately decorated
nations of Europe
and
and Asia varied greatly, from tiny
hand fans to huge feathered devices
operated by slaves and attendant.
Reproductions of fans in the shape of
leaves, attached to long handles have
been found in ancient monuments in
Asia. These are called talapat, which
signifies palmtree leaf. The talapat
is still used by Buddhist priests in
the kingdom of Siam. Ancient mlna-ture- s
show that some of the earliest
fans were made of peacock feathers
or an elaborate comblnat'on of feath-erThe plumage of birds and the
different colored grasses doubtless
stimulated the primitive artist, so,
after a while, the fans began to be
decorated.
The "punkah" was the Indian name
of the fan. This term was used to
designate the huge fan or frame covered with cloth which is suspended
from the ceiling and worked by
slaves.
Proofs have been found that three
thousand years ago Assyrians had
contrived some method of refreshing
the air by artificial breezes. In China
and Japan the bamboo leaf became
........
t.
jiransionneai imu
a msu
vci ui nvnnlr
The Japanese god of hapseventh and eighth cenin
the
piness
tury, A. D., is represented with a folding fan in his hand. Chinese artists
were probably the originators of the
pictorial decoration on fans. The
Japanese have a special kind of fan
for every use. They have a court
fan, a kitchen or a water fan, a dancing fan, tea fin, war fan and a kind
of bellows fan. In ancient times the
war fan was quite a formidable weapon. It was made of leather with a
heavy iron handle. All kinds of souvenir fans with views anfl scenes originate in China or Japan, Artists
arid poets have embellished these
fans with wonderful carvings In
and with
ivory or mother-of-pearmany kinds of precious wood Inlaid
with gold and silver. Little figures
are sometimes wrought In silk embroidery with delicately carved faces
of ivory. The varied pictures of nature supplied material to hese early
artists, aided by their own marvelous
animals,
Fantastic
imagination.
mythological gods, curious figures,
served to adorn Celestial fans, and
much previous material and careful
labor have been lavished upon thfim.
semi-civilize- d

s.
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Dreadful dragons with surprising
lines and curves in combinations of
insects and
colors, birJs,
glowing
and porutilized
all
were
flowers,
trayed upon these early fans.
The first fan mentioned in Chinese
poetry was that of the Princess Pan,
A D. 550. She was for a time the favorite of the Emperor Chl'eng SI, but
when she found that she was gradually being forgotten and neglected, she
sent to the emperor a circular fan
with some verses written upon it in
which she described herself as an autumn or neglected fan. Since that
time, in China, a neglected wife is often called an autumn fan.
Some study into the eaiy history of
the fan reveals the fact that in China
and Japan the fan was an indispensable weapon against the hot climate
ami the annoying swarms of insects.
It was not, therefore, a mere feminine
accessory, as it later became in England.
In the far east, prince and
priest, soldier, day laborer, mistress
and maid carried the fan for the
sake of coolness. It also had its
It w." used' in the salutation and carried by all classes.
The fan was a royal emblem in
Egypt and signified1 authority, happiness and repose. The fan bearers
were generally persons of royal birth
and were initiated into their office
with elaborate ceremony. Frescoes on
an ancient palace of Thebes represent
carrying, a
screen attached to a long handle.
The Grecian ladies preferred) fans
made of peacock feathers, as the pea.
cock was the bird of Juno and symbolized splendor and luxury. As the Romans were chiefly ensflged in
of a military nature, art industries did not flourish as in times
of peace. The Romans used the fan,
as did the earlier nations, to enhance
their splendid festivals. At banquets,
slaves stood behind the guests and
waved enormous fans made of peacock feathers, gorgeously colored and
further enriched with ostrich plumes.
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, ladies of the chief Italian cities
carried1 fans, in which a little mirror
was set. According to a charming
Spanish legend Psyche was asleep
one day on a bank of flowers and
Zephyr kept hovering near her. This
made Cupid jealous and to punish the
intruder Cupii plucked off one of
Zephyr's wings and gave it to Psyche
that she might always have cooling
breezes. This is the Spanish story
of the origin of the fan.
'
Early in the eighteenth century the
fan was in general use emong the ladies of England, and Addison wittily
wrote: "Women are armed with faas
as men with swords, and sometimes
do more execution with them."
At this time the fan was a fascinating trinket in the Rands of powerful beauties and figured in many a
political intrigue. Social events and
politics, the follies and fashions of
the time were depicted apon them.
Scenes from popular plays were painted upon them,' while others had the
rules of various games. Some bore
records of royal marriages; others
were inscribed in verses or contained
caricatures on social and political
events. After the French Revolution
the cupids, roses and rustic idyls
entirely from the fans.
Up to the early eighties the palm
leaf fan and other Inexpensive fans
of oriental make were in general use.
Fans to be operated ny mechanical
power were hardly possible until the
discovery and development of electricity. While experimenting with an
electrically-drivepropeller for a
an
electrical
engineer consmall boat
ceived the idea of the electric fan.
This was before, the perfection of the
electric generator, and , electric service for the home and office. Consequently the new fan had to be operatLittle aded from battery current.
vance was made until 1888 when a
successful attempt was made to connect the fan with the electric lighting
circuit in place of a lamp. The electric fan became popular at once and
the manufacture of fans began In earnest. A couple of years later the celling fan was introduced and since that
time the production of desk, bracket,
ceiling and oscillating fans had grown
with each succeeding year until American made fans are now In use
throughout the civilized vorld. Modern electric fans can be operated four
hours for a cent, or as cheaply as a
small electric lamp.
semi-circul-
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DISAPPEARED
Like Magic after taking Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.
,

" As I have

North Bangor, N. Y.
used Lydia E.

Pink-ham-

's

Vegetable
Compound with

great benefit I feel
it my duty to write
and tell you about it.

v

.

mm 1 was ailing from fe

3r'iif'4

male weakness and
had headache and
backache nearly all
the time. Iwaslator

have been
and so sick that I had to go to bed.
"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has made me well and these troubles have disappeared like magic. I
have recommended the Compound to
many women who have used it successfully. "Mrs. James J. Stacy, R.F.D.
No. 3, North Eangor, N. Y.
should
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FORESTS

CREATE

CONSIDERABLE
REVENUE

.

LAST YEAR AMOUNT
RECEIPTS
TO NEARLY THREE MILLION
DOLLARS

Washington, July 29. The national
forest business done during the fiscal
year which ended June 30 surpassed
all previous records. The receipts
irom forests approached $2,500,000,
f
was for tim
of which about
ber, while contracts entered into for
the sale of timber to be cut either at
once or in later years totaled about
These sale contracts per$4,000,000.
mit the cutting period to extend over
a number of years when large bodies
of timber are involved.
Under existing laws 33 per cent of
the gross receipts, or between $800,-00and $900,000, will go to the benefit of the states in which the forests
are situated for schools and roads.
The records show that the volume
of sales contracted for in different
years fluctuates widely, with ups and
downs according to general business
conditions, while the actual cut has
shown a fairly steady tendency to advance. In the fiscal year 1906 (July
1, 1905,' to June 30, 1906), the first
full year after the forest service was
put in charge of the forests, the timber receipts were about $250,000, in
the ' fiscal year. 1907 something less
than $700,000, and in 1908 about $350,000. In 1909 timber receipts dropped
back to less than $750,000, but in 1910
and again in 1911 were over $1,000,- 000, and in 1912 were nearly $1,100,000, as against about $1,250,000, for
the year just closed.
Forestry officials say that the prin
cipal factor in determining how much
timber will be sold in any given year
is the general lumber market, which
in turn depends largely on general
business conditions. Thus, when indi
cations are that a period of brisk demand is ahead, with increased build
ing activity, railroad construction,
mining development, and other forms
of business expansion that call for
lumber or timber, operators are seeking contracts. When business halts
lumbermen naturally go slowly in the
matter of committing themselves by
uew purchases on a large scale. But
cutting under earlier purchases and
small sales continues even in periods
of depression. The gradual diminu-itioof outside sources of supply and
the steady development of the country which create increased local demands,' tend to offset the effects of
such periods.
As an illustration of this the figures
for 1907 and the immediately following years are cited. In the fiscal
year 1907 the forest service sold more
timber than has been sold in any
year prior to that just closed. Contracts were made covering a billion
feet, board measure. But in the fall
of 1907 came business panic, followed
by inactivity. Sales in 1908 disposed
of less than 400,000,000 feet, and In
In both
1909 of less than 300,000,000.
these years more timber was cut under sales than was disposed of
through new sales. The difference
was the result of cutting under the
contracts of earlier years.
Last year's sales of ever $4,000,000
worth of timber does not necessarily
mean a prospective Income from timber of this large amount in the immediate future. To bring this about
there would have to be a, series of
one-hal-
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and never found relief until I too'.;
your remedies to please my husband.
I recommend your wonderful medicine
to all sufferers as I think it is a blessing
for all women." Mrs. L. E. Wyckoff,
112 S. Ashley
St, Ann Arbor, Mich.
There need be no doubt about the
ability of this grand old remedy, made
from the roots and herbs of our fields, to
remedy woman's diseases. We possess
volumes of proof of this fact, enough
to convince the most skeptical, Why
don

t

you

try it?

els. Price 25c and 50c per bottle
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

DON'T use, a cough medicine containing opium or. morphine. They
constipate the bowels and do not
cure, only stifle the cough. Examine
the label and if the medicine contains these harmful opiates refuse it
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
contains no opiates, is healing and
soothing.. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

ket conditions are at present less favorable to large committments than
they were six months ago, the aggressive sales policy now in force, with
its opportunities for long-terpur
chases on fair terms where sales are
possible in no other way, will probab
ly counterbalance to a greater or less
degree influences that may fend to
check sales. The need of the country
for national forest timber is growing
and every year brings normally more
of this timber within the radius of
effective demand. The yearly cut and
the income from the forests can reas.
onahly be expected to rise in the future as it has been rising, however
the number of sales contracts may
'
fluctuate.'
To Bind Mediterranean.
An agricultural colony in Palestine
has just applied to the United States
forest service for help in planting
trees to bind the drifting sands of the
Mediterranean. The colony is near
Jaffa, or Yafa, the ancient Joppa of
the Bible, and there is being developed in connection with It a seaside resort, with hotels, vilas, bath houses
and gardens.
The experts of the service point out
that the reclamation of sand dunes is
not a serious problem in the eastern
United States because tne prevailing
winds are from the land and the sand
is blown into the sea. On the west
coast the situation is more serious.
The most notable example of reclaimed sand areas there is furnished by
Golden Gate Park, San Francisco,
where grasses, acacias, and later,
trees and shrubs have converted sand
wastes into pleasure grounds of great
beauty.
The attention of the Palestine colony is called to the wonderful reclamation
of the Landes, France,
where a
forest of
maritime pine, the source of the
French turpentine, has been grown to
take the place of the shifting dunes.
The American foresters ako give the
address of the French seedsman who
furnished the government with the
maritime pine seed which haV been
used In planting experiments on the
Florida national forest, near the Gulf
coast.
wealth-producin-

g

Taking Big Chances
It is too great a risk to depend upon
neighbors or sending for medicine in
:mse of a sudden attack of bowel complaint. In almost every neighborhood
omeone has died from cholera mor
bus that could have easily been saved
had ihe projier A;cJic',fie been at hand.
Then think of the suffering that must
be endured until medicine can be obtained. The safe way is to keep at
hand a bottle of Chamberlain's Coltc,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remdy. It has
never 'been known to fail and has un
doubtedly saved the lives of many
ople. Buy it now. . It only costs a
nuarter. , For sale by all dealers.
Adv.
ENDEAVORERS OF TWO STATES
Bozeman, Monti, July 29. A num
ber of officers and other members

prominent in the Christian Endeavor
organization have stopped off here
on their way home from the recent
convention at Los Anegles to address
the convention of the Montana and
northern Wyoming branches of the
The convention assembiea
society.
today and will continue through the
greater part of the week. The list
of speakers is headed by William,
Shaw of Boston, general secretary of
the national organization.
I

and
Cholera
Chamberlain's
Colic,
Diarrhoea Remedy.
Mr. W. S. Gunslaus, a Pennsylvania
farmer, residing near Fleming, P. O.,
Pa., says: "For the past fourteen
Ba&y
n rs I have used Chamberlain's Colic.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy In my
Of
fnmily and have found it to be an ex
cellent remedy. I always have a bot
Wonderful
a
Hal
That
Method
ASimpIe
tle of It in my house and take pleasuInfluence upon The Future Infant.
it' to my
re1 in recommending
wonderful
Too mmh can not be said for
remedy, furolliar to many women as Mother's friends."
For sale by all dealers.
.
Friend.
It Is more eloquent In Its action than all Adv.

The Perfect

The Future

TO BOOST SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia, S. C, July 29. Repre

Ann Arbor, Mich. "Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done
the baby is suffering the dou
wonders for me. . For yours I suffered ble affliction of hot weather and how- the health rules erer laid down for the rntdanee
terribly with hemorrhages nnd had el disorders, the remedy needed Is
mothers.
It Ik an external applipapy ELIXIR. It reduces the ofcationexiMH"tant
that spreads its influence niion all the
pains so intense that sometimes I would

faint away. I had female weakness feverish condition, corrects the stom
so bad that I had to doctor all the time ach and checks looseness of the bow-

The present year
big sale years.
may or may not see sales equal to
those of the last, while general mart

sentatives of the business interests
of the leading cities and towns of
South Carolina met in conference
here today and decided upon an or
ganized campaign to eecure capital
and desirable settlers from the mldv
die west. It is planned to tour western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and
Illinois with a well equipped boosters
train that will advertise the resources
of South Carolina and its advantages
and possibilities In agricultural and

muKcieH,
ligaments and tendons that nature cails Into play ; they expand irraeefully
without pain, without Btraln, and thus leave
and In joyful anticipation of
the mind care-fre- e
the ffreatest of all womanly ambition.
lines. Mother's Friend must therefore he considered commercial
as directly a most important influence niton the
character and disposition of the future generation. It Is a conceded fact that, with nausea,
pain, nervousness and dread banished, there is
If a substitute is offered you for
stored up such an abundance of healthy energy
as to bring Into IkMiik the highest Ideals of Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheaptliose who fondly theorize on the rules that er medicine Is Pressed
upon you for
insure tiie coming of the perfect baby.
Mothers' Friend can be had at any druggist the dealer's profit, not yours.
Foley
is
It
00
and
one
a
at II.
unquestionably
bottle,
PH'S may
the dealer
of those remedies that always has a place among Kidney
the cherished few in the medicine cabinet.
more than a cheap
substitute, but
Mother's Friend is prepared by the Hradfleld
better results than any othgive
IteKUlator Co., ISO
they
Atlanta,
(ia.(
Bh.,
after tiie formula of a noted family doctor.
er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
Write them for a very Instructive
tstok to
O. G. SchaeSee that your druggist win. for Foley Kidney Pills.
expectant mothers.
supply you wuu roomer s ijneao.
fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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POLITICS

STRAl TOPICS FROM
V V LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

AN UN SOLVED

PROBLEM
New York, July 29. Oscar s. bouses. The church is one of the first
the progressive candidate for Dutch Reformed houses erected In
Straus,
GOVERNOR OF MASSACHUSETTS
in the election last fall and this city. At the time is was built the
governor
DOESN'T KNOW WHICH IS
whose views on politics and public site probably could have been bought
HIS PARTY
It is understood
Questions are always worthy of atten- for $10,000.
that
tion,
expresses the opinion that the those who have purchased it now had
29.
are
Linos
Boston, July
being fusion movement in New York City to
pay close to $1,000,000 for it.
t'.vawn for one of the most interesting
will be successful this year and .that
state campaigns in the history of the
On a recent day in Wall street the
is in for a good licking.
state of Massachusetts., In the Bay Tammany
amount of trading descended to the
State this fall an entire state ticket,
The New York police caution house- lowest level recorded there
In 17
both branches of the legislature and
holders not to leave all their blinds years. Many of the members shook
numerous countv officers are to be'
uunu nucu cv ay lvl LUC numiuc, no their heads and predicted that it was
chosen at the polls. The campaign j
it serves as an invitation to burglars all up with their profession.
But
is now on for the nominations which to enter the
place. A man living in things have looked brighter with them
will be made at a general primary an
apartment on the upper West side, since, as has always been the case
two months hence.
however, has adopted the novel ex- in the past. It was so in 1893 an'd
At present the political situation appedient of pulling his blinds down and in 1S9G, and In other years of financial
pears to be in the worst possible putting a "To Let" sign in the front stress.
Speculation appeared to be
muddle. The confusion that now prewindows, thus giving the gentry with nearly, dead, and the public showed
to
arise
from
vails may be said
wholly
the "jimmy" the impression that the absolute indifference toward attracthe attitude of Governor Fobs, who
apartment is untenanted and not tive investment prices of securities.
is now serving his third term. The worth
But the Stock Exchange never fails to
entering.
governor is expected to be a candidate
"come back." Speculation always refor a fourth term. But, strange as it
Building operations are about to vives, and the public returns to the
may seem, even his most Intimate begin for the $250,000 home which market. In 1896 the
greatest expanpolitical associates do not know thte Young Women's Hebrew associa- sion of business the
had ever
country
whether he will seek the democratic tion is to construct
just off Fifth ave- seen followed close on the heel3 of
nominanomination or the republican
nue, at the upper end of Central the period of greatest depression in
tion, or whether he will pass up both Park. The building will be eight the stock market.
parties and run independently.
stories high. Among the features will
Though elected three times on the be included a swimming pool, gymnaTo help the back to the country
democratic ticket, Governor Foss is sium and auditorium,
dining room, movement, which has been rampant
undoubtedly out of sympathy with roof garden, sleeping rooms, and class for several years and which is
growthe democratic party at present. His rooms for the
teaching of dressmaki- ing steadily every day a permanent
public statements say that he believes ng, millinery, cooking, and typewriti- country life exposition is to be inthe democratic policy of tariff revi- ng. The institution is to be conductaugurated shortly in the new Grand
sion is no better than the republican ed
largely along the lines of the central station in this city. All the
policy as evidenced on the Aldrich Young Women's Christian association. space over the
great waiting room,
bill. ' The governor is first, last and
said to be one of the largest in the
for
time
all the
reciprocal
fighting
Many lines of goods, ranging from country, has been leased for the purtrade relations with foreign countries. diamonds to chinaware, are being im- pose for the next ten
The
years.
There is no question but that in the ported in large
quantities by the New center of the hall will be occupied
past few weeks the governor has York dealers in anticipation of the with a
general exhibition and loungibeen sparring with the republicans, coming itno effect of the new tariff ng; room and
around the sides will be
and this has given rise to the belief which will increase the rates of duty
60 booths which will be given
grouped
in some circles that he may enter the on
many commodities. On the oth- over to exhibitors. The walls will be
republican primaries. The governor er hand, the bonded warehouses of covered with
paintings and prints Ilwas a strong republican until a few this
city are crammed with nearly lustrating suburban and country life
years ago, when he accepted a demo- $100,000,000 of merchandise which in its most attractive
phases. Every
cratic nomination for congress, and will be favored by lower rates under
type of country house will be Illusbehim
of still
many democrats accuse
the new tariff law. Of sugar alone trated with pictures and architectural
ing a republican at heart. The gov- there is said o be 200,000 tons, val drawings.
In the booths will he
ernor has lent countenance to this by ued at more than $12,000,000, stored found
everything needed for the com-trhis recognition of republicans in his in Brooklyn warehouses under bond,
home. The value and use or variappointments and by the fact that he to be released as soon as the new ous building materials will p dishas sent for many of the republican tariff law comes into effect. All of
closed, so that anybody contf pilileaders to talk over the situation. At the great warehouses of New Tork
ng building can secure' expert knowthe present time one of his republican and vicinity are filled practically to
save
ledge on points that
might
friends is circulating petitions to have their
'
capacity with merchandise on money and much annoyance later.
his name plafced on the republican prl which the present tariff is
expected
marv ballot, but whether with or to be reduced or
The record business that the roof
entirely removed.
not
Is
without the governor's sanction
gardens in New York havo been doknown.
of de ing this summer recalls to mind the
, To encourage the invention
There is a growing belief that the vices to promote
safety and health in fact that this form of entertainment
only logical course for Governor Foss industrial life, the American Museum was unknovn to the metropolis a
to pursue is to run as an independent of
Safety announces that a number quarter of a century ago. The first
candidate. And it is1 believed the gov of valuable
prizes will be awarded at roof garden was laid out atop of the
ernor himself is inclined to take this the first international
exposition of old Casino theater and was a product
view. It is doubtful if he could poll such
devices, which will be held in of the fruitful mind of Rudolph Aron- anything like the full party strength this city in December.
Arthur Wil- son. Otner theater managers to
on either the democratic or republi
rMsrlosed
h!s
liams, president of the museum, has whom Mr. Aronson
can tickets. But by running independ gone abroad to solicit exhibits from
laughed at the idea of a theater
plans
ently it is figured that he could draw the 21 museums of safety in Europe, on the roof. But they reasoned wronga considerable element from both par and he
expects most of them to be ly, for the success that attended the
ties.
represented at the exposition here, show given by stars under the star?
the
As an independent candidate
showing more thoroughly than has soon caused other theatrical men to
a
re ever been shown before the entire look to
would
make
governor probably
the roofs of their theaters, and
form in the labor situation his big lo field of progress in accident preven it, was not long after that the Casino
cal issue. He maintains that the tion and health promotion in industry. roof garden had rivals. Half a dozen
leadership of organized labor in Masbig roof gardens are doing rushing
sachusetts and throughout the counOne by one the old church edifices business every summer night in the
try is corrupt, and that the members of New York are disappearng. Scarce metropolis. In addition to the regular
of organized labor would support any
ly a handful of those that once sent shows the majority of them provide
movement for reform within the or- their
spires skyward at the lower end dancing and cabaret entertainment.
ganization.
attractive
of Manhattan, now remain. Even some Some of them are highly
With the democratic party more or of those farther uptown are giving places and the performances are of
less disrupted over Governor Foss the way to what is called Progress, as the best.
The greanse magnet for
republicans believe they have a good is evidenced by the announcement the
visitors is the Madison
chance of reclaiming the Bay State that Old South church, in the Murray Square roof garden, doubtless due in
Hill section, has been sold to specu large measure to the visitors desire
and will soon be torn down and to see the place where the Thaw
lators
STOMACH TROUBLES
replaced with fashionable apartment tragedy was enacted.
v
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Ragland Writes

Interesting

Letter on This Subject

Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas. A.
Ragland, of this place, writes: "I have
been taking Thedford's
ht
for indigestion, and other stomach troubles, also colds, and find it to be the very
best medicine I have ever used.
After faking
for a few
days, 1 always feel like a new man."
Nervousness, nausea, heartburn, pain
in pit of stomach, and a feeling of fullness after eating, are sure symptoms o!
stomach trouble, and should be given the
proper treatment, as your strength and
health depend very largely upon your
food and its digestion.
To get quick and permanent relief
from these ailments, you should fake
a medicine of known curative merit.
Its 73 years of splendid success, in the
treatment of just such troubles, proves
he real merit of Thedford's
Safe, pleasant, gentle in action,
s,
ind without bad
it is sure
lo benefit both young and oid
For sale
Price 23c.
n. C
tverywhere.
Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

ht

Black-Draug-

ht.

after-effect-
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at the. fall election. The democratic
nomination for governor is expected
to go to Lieutenant Governor David I.
Walsh. Last year Mr. Walsh withdrew from the fight for the democratic nomination for governor because
he believed that Governor Foss was
entitled on his record to another term.
and Mr. Walsh
Mr. Foss was
was elected the first democratic lieutenant governor in the history of the
state. In announcing his candidacy
for governor this year Mr. Walsh declared he had the assurance of Governor Foss that he (Governor Foss)
would not seek renomination on the
democratic ticket. Mr. Walsh is expected to receive the support of the
regular democratic organization.
The republicans enter the campaign
handicapped by the lack of a strong
candidate and the opposition of the
progressives. Colonel Everett C. Benton is the only avowed candidate for
the republican gubernatorial nomination, and there appears to be little
doubt but that he will receive the nomination without opposition. Colonel
Benton has the reputation of being an
able business man, but is without experience in public life. Last year he

was an unsuccessful candidate for the
republican nomination.
Just what figure
will cut In the fight for the governorThe party orship is problematical.
now
has
several
thousand
ganization
nomination: papers out throughout the
state, and an attempt is to be made
to file for all county as well as state
offices.
The progressives have started off in earnest, and despite the
fact that the enrollment of the party
is relatively small, every
member
throughout the state is being canvassed for his signature. The progres
sive nomination for the governorship
will go without opposition to Charles
Sumner Bird, who is already bupy on
the stump throughout the state. Mr.
Bird is a conservative business man
and an able politician and has admittedly developed much strength.
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GLAD

FIGHTING
J. P. DILLON, AFTER
UNROBBERS, IS KNOCKED
CONSCIOUS BY THEM

Entered tt the poauiffiee at Last
J. P. Dillon, a son of Mrs. N. .1.
New Me;:ico, for trauv Dillon of this city, had an exciting ex
Las
mission through the United States perience with robbers at his home in
mails is tecond class matter.
Pueblo recently. The following ac
count of the encounter is from the
of that Dlace:
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
hour in the early dawn
an
half
For
Carrier
Daily, by
$ 05 of this morning. J. P. Dillon, a con
Ter Copy
15 tractor at the new South side water
One Week 65 works office building at Mesa Junction,
. ... ..TT.
One Month
One Year
...,$7.50 battled with a man whom he had
caught robbing tool chests at the
Daily, by Mail
One Year
,,v.....$6.00 buildings, fought him from the onto of
the
Six Months
4. , 3.00 the viaduct into the blocks
mesa, finally down over the Spring
street viaduct into the Grove and
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
there finally was knocked unconscious
GROWER
The
find left in the rain and mud.
$2.00
One Year
was one of the gamest In which
fight
1.00
Eix Months
a civilian has battled a robber In the
history of the local police department
in whose hands
"(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- and Detective Rrifld-nhiem!
this
morning, was
vns
case
the
tions.)
who fin
man
of
the
in
or
his
loud
or
check
money
Remit by draft,
der. If sent otherwise we will noi' ally "succumlM ul lo the merciless at
tack of the criminal.
be responsible for loss.
on
free
According to the report made to the
Specimen copies
police by Mr. Dillon at 4 o'cloclt this
morning after the cold rain had res
tored him to consciousness, h& and
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
other, contractors and workmen ,at the
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
new building had been missing tools
PAID FOR
from their boxes almost nightly. He
had worried throughout the night re
Advertisers are guaranteed the garding the effect of the hard rain
largest, daily and weekly circulation upon the new walls of the building
of any newspaper in northern New and got up at 3 o'clock for the purpose
Mexico.
of visiting the building.
As he approached he noticed a man
TELEPHONES
at one of the tool chests and slipping
Main 2
Business Office
up behind him, grabbed him from the
Main 9
News Department
back and told him that he was under
arrest and to accompany him to the
TUESDAY, JULY 29, 1913.
police station. He marched him down
the Union avenue hill and all went well
THE TU'IMNG GKAFT
until, the viaduct was reached where
the fellow started to fight. Dillon says
Another assault has been made upon he screamed for help and the fellow
the tipping practice. The St. Louis started to run.
council has passed a bill to prohibit
He pursued him, fighting him all the
the granting of gratuities to hotel way up the hill out into the "blocks"
waiters, bellboys, porters and other along the summit of the hill and final
ttachea and servants In cafes, res-- 1 ly over, the Spring street viaduct into
nirants and public places of that the Grove. Throughout the battle he
v ass,
says the Kansas City Journal. screamed for help but they were mov
'This bill has yet to run the gamut of ing all the time and before any one
'he house of delegates and the mayor could respond to the place from which
i;efore it can become law, and ft may he had called they were far away.
lie defeated at one point or the other.
The robber and Dillon finally locked
The fact that the striking waiters in a struggle in the Grove, the fellow
have asked for the measure enhances swatting him' In the face with his first
its prospects. But even If the bill fto until hei finals succumbed.
ally passes there la a grave question
The only clew to the identity of the
ns to Its constitutionality.
fellow, which Dillon was able to retain,
One of the exasperating elements en- was a string bf keys which he had
tering Into the high cost of living prob grabbed from his pocket. They were
lem are the innumerable small exac- turned over to the police. They bore
tions which are met with at every turn no name, however, and offered but lit
'The most widespread system of graft- tie assistance..
ing in this country is carried on by
servitors and small tradesmen and the
FOREST NOTES
annual aggregate of this loot Is enormforests of Chile cover
national
The
ous. The traveler of today must take
7,000,000 acres.
about
into account a heavy percentage of his
service of India has
The forest
expenses as tips, for which, as a gen demonstrated that teak wood grown
eral thing, he gels nothing that he in
as
plantations is just as. strong
would not be entitled to without them.
forests.
natural
in
Few are exempt from these imposi- that grown well
Even the
protected forests of
tions, for if largess is not forthcoming
are
by no means immune
In one form it is exacted In another. Germany
from fire, and the Prussian fire proTravel is an endless procession of
tection sytem makes use of lookout
tips, and it is absolutely impossible towers and telephones.
for one to go about in comfort and
silk nowaMuch ;of the
peace unless he distributes his hounty days is made of wood. Germany prowith a lavish hand.
duces more than one million pounds
But tipping of hotel employes is not of this sellulose silk, worth $1,500,-00the only feature of the American sysA ton of wood worth $10 yields
tem of established graft. Thousands cellulose worth "$20, and this celluof others profit by the vulnerability lose yields silk worth $850.
of defenseless citizens. Hucksters
Armv bayonets now form part of
frequently cheat with short measures the emergency telephone outfit of
and weights or inferior wares. Gro- forest rangers, used chiefly in fightcers are- - not alwys above overcharg- ing fires. ? This emergency line conoffers.
sists of email instruments and a coil
ing whenever the opportunity
often of
la
Ice
the
who
leaves
man
The
fine copper wire. The wire is atforced to give short weight because he tached, to the nearest telephone line,
is "tharged up with so many tons of the .bayonet is thrust into (he moist
ice which, melts in the process of de ground at the other end, and with
livery. The gas and electric light the circuit thus completed the ranger
.companies charge a penalty of 10 per nan talk with headquarters, report
cent on their hills if not paid on a his position, and summon fire fightV.ato arbitrarily set by the companies ers if necessary.
Themselves.
The boy who delivers a
package waits for his tip. In some
NISBIT DECLARED ELECTED
respects our seystem of small grafts of
Julv 29. Judge Ira Roth
Denver.
worse
which tipping is only a part is
trerber
In the county court tbday de
than In Europe. For in Europe the
Nisblt legally electAlexander
clared
icrafters, though many and insistent,
of
safety. This de-su-content with coppers instead of ed commissioner
fides tha contest brought by Hamil
tJirnos and quarters.
ton Armstrong. The court refused to
If the Et. Louis "bill becomes a law,
recount the ballots in the remaining
if that law can be enforced, It
precincts of the city, as petitioned for
iruiy prove more of a blessing than
Armstrong. In the recount of tne
by
in:t?t of the "reform" measures
ballots
.from the, boxes that were
stateumen. While
by. would-bNisbet's lead was reduced
opened
n
H will not cure all the ills of exlor-t'o:i',t.
to be from S", to
it
even
Star-Journ-
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this respect. Instead the association
represents the efforts of the poor brokers to protect their automobiles by
providing a low rate of Insurance on
them. To protect their cars against
damage, liability and theft at something less than the regular rates of
insurance, one hundred prominent
Wall street men have formed ah asso-tioto take the risks on their own
cars. Every man has contributed a
certain sum to establish a fund and
each has agreed to pay his share of
any loss that any member may suffer.
Under the prevailing rate it costs
about $125 a $1,000 to insure automobile against Are, theft, damage done
to others and any other liability up to
The men lit the association
$5,000.
believe the new system will
cost
them far less, as if a member's machine
wrecked or stolen, each fellow member will pay only a hundredth
part of the cost. There is nothing uncertain about this scheme, as Wall
street men have formed mutual associations along similar lines for years.
There are several such for insuring
yachts. A few years ago prominent
financiers formed an association to
build for every member an automobile
that should combine the best features
But the
of all the prominent cars.
undertaking was not very successful,
though an excellent car was produced.
The members found it was cheaper in
the long run to buy standard makes
because it was easier to duplicate
parts and repairs were less expensive
when undertaken by the manufactur
ers than when made by the associa- ton's private garage.
Tariff Delays Church Window
One of the most curious developments of the proposed new tariff law
has just arisen here in connetion with
its relation to church construction,
and as a result one of the most mag
nificent church windows ever made is
now lying In the custom house awaiting an application of the proposed law.
This grea,t stained glass window recently arrived at this port. It is in
sections and will fill the great eastern space above the high altar and
the Belmont Chapel in the Cathedral
of St. John the Divine. It was made
in London and is said to be the finest window ever brought to this coun
try. Under the present tariff duty on
this window is 45 per cent. As the
window is valued at $10,000, that
means $4,500 duty. Under President
Wilson's bill the duty is 15 per ceiit.
Hence the sum to be paid, if the Underwood tariff bill becomes a law, is
The church's problem is to
$1,500.
keep the window in: the hands of the
customs authorities1 until the bill passes. Whether or not that can be done
seems to be doubtful, but the Cathedral authorities are not in haste to
give the United States government
The window opening in the
$3,000.
cathedral wall has been ready for a
fortnight for the window to be put in.
The cathedral peopje thought that they
would be able to hold off for a month
or two if need be. It was also said
that perhaps under the new law stained glass would come in free.
The
subject of the window is "The Light
of the World." The colors are vivid
and the figures large to allow for
the great distance from which the win
dow must be viewed.
n
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ORIENTALS vARE BEING COMPELLED TO LIVE UNDER MORE
SANITARY CONDITIONS
New York, uly 29. The early disappearance .of New York's famous

Chinatown, for years the objective
of New York's sightseers and the hot-

bed of ceaseless troubles for the popredicted.
lice, is now confidently
Tong wars, opium smoking and gamb
ling, with a fitting measure of local
color, have constituted the popular es
sentials of Chinatown as commonly
understood for years past, and about
these things bad enough In themselves, was woven a web of sinister
deeds and evil ways. New York's
Chinatown is really but imperfectly
understood. Within its narrow limits
It has numbered in its heydey a maximum of certainly 5,000 Oriental residents, and perhaps as many as 6,000
or 8,000. Some years ago it was said
that in one double house on Pell
street there lived 800 Chinamen, and
while that meant unhealthful crowding, still that tenement was looked upon as the most respectable within the
district. Property owners found it to
their advantage to let Chinese tenants
do pretty much as they pleased and
the tenements they occupied became
but little better than unsanitary human warrens. The Chinamen were
really duplicating conditions common
in the crowded cities of China, and,
thanks to a disease resisting constitution acquired at home, they survived
here in spite of their disregard of hygiene. Again,, local necessity may
have been responsible for the crowding, and it is a fact that the rents
charged were substantially on a Fifth
avenue scale. Efforts have been made
many times In the past to clean up
Chinatown, but there has been a consistent resistance to such a process
on the part of property owners and
Chinadistrict politicians. Though
men do not vote, the neighborhood
sends to the polls as many voters 9s
any other territory of like area within
the city's limits. This explains why
the politicians joined with the property owners against any corrective
measures. Today a change has come
over the population of the district, and
it Is doubtfu' if the houses on the
three streets, once crowded, now hold
more than 800 or 1,000 Chinese. The
whole atmosphere of the place has
been radically affected and its elimination from the life of the city is now
regarded as only a question of time.
To Reform Men's Clothes
While women here are wearing almost anything or nothing, as the
case may be, a dress reform movement is now under way which may revolutionize summer costumes. The
movement, however, has to do' with
the clothing of men, not of women, and
contemplates nothing less than a
white-clamale population during the
summer months. It Is said by those
who are interested in making things
easier for perspiring humanity that
the proposed dress reform will benefit
not. only men individually in helping
them forget to remember the temperature, but it will establish the claim
that has been advanced for New York
many times in the past, that it is the
best summer resort in the country.
The great difficulty in getting such
a safe and sane male costume move
ment started seems to lie in the tim
pioneers., The
idity of the would-bpromotors of the idea, however, are
sanguine of success and advance good
reasons for their stand. As pointed
out by one of them the new plan would
Nowa
actually work for coolness..
days, says he, our streets are filled
with men wearing black and blue
clothes, and certainly you could not
?et anything much Hotter than black.
As' for the matter of laundry work;
I
believe it wouldn't cost more than
many men pay for keeping their suits
pressed. In the summer time' there is
a tremendous lot of pressing done.
For the cost of one cloth summer suit
a man might have half a dozen duck
suits at least. It would certainly be
a more agreeable sight upon the
street than the dark clothes we wear.
Why, the very sight of a white suit on
a man makes a beholder feel perceptibly cooler. Should the men undertake such a radical dress reform, however, there is considerable curiosity
expressed as to what might be expected from the women in the shape of
a retaliatory measure.
Wall Street Brokers Unite
The latest development in Wall
street Is a mutual protective association. This, however, has nothing to
do with the stock; market, since Wall
street has generally had t.h reputation of being able to protect itself In
d
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European

Travel Craze Coming

After half a decade of comparative
quietness, the European traveling bee
seems to be buzzing busily once more
among Americans. For the first time
in five years of moderate recovery
c
from a sharp drop in the
tourist movement as a result of the
1007 panic, the
first class
movement is now showing such growth
that the close of the tourist movement
bids fair to compare most favorably
with the record exodus of American
tourists abroad in 1906 and 1907. From
January 1 to July 5, inclusive, the
companies
steamship
carried 30,013 first t ass passengers the
largest in that period since 1907. At
the present rate of increase the total
shortly bids fair to pass the 40,000
mark.
The second-elas- s
westbound
movement shows even a greater ratio
of increase'.
That the foreign laboring element find business conditions
in this country good, and chances for
employment many, is evidenced by
immigration figures and the light outward flow of travel. From January
1 to July 5, inclusive 733,512 third
class passengers arrived in the United
States ports, the largest for any corresponding period since the boom days
trans-Atlanti-

west-boun-

trans-Allant'-

of 1907.
COURT MARTIAL IN SECRECY
Berlin, July 29. The government
is taking every precaution to keep
secret the details of the court martial which convened today for tlle
trial of the several officials of the
Prussian war office, who are charged
with accepting bribes from the Krupp
company with punative treason. The
charges resulted from an investigation of sensational allegations made

by Herr Llebknecht, the socialist
leader In the Reichstag, in a speech
he made last spring.
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Nurse Finds That Chinese Are Literal,
' but
Experiment Proves

BE INCREASED

'Tve always heard that the

AUGUST 15
PACKAGES WEIGHING UP TO 20 POUNDS WILL

PARCEL-POS- T

BE ACCEPTED

on my way out.

"The other package contained a
yard of blue velvet and two handsome feather ornaments. My milliner waB to call for these and have
my hat ready for me on my return.
'"Starch! Stiff!' I said to the
Chinaman as I pointed to my package
and hurried out. Four days later, on
my return, I stopped on the way from
the station, presented my check, paid
44 - cents, and came home with my
package.

"There was my millinery parcel
still Uncalled for! I decided to fasten
the trimmings on another hat and
opened the paper, only to have fall
out my collars and cuffs, which 1
thought had been at the laundry.
"Naturally, It took but a few minutes to open the package I'd just
brought from the laundry. Yes, the
Chinese are literal! My velvet and
my two feathers were starched as stiff
and ironed as smooth as though they'd
been the shiniest of linen!
They
were ruined past hope!
"I took them to Mr. Laundryman.
He shook his head sadly but firmly.
"'You say, "Starch! Starch stiff!"'
he repeated. My 44 cents was gone
and my velvet and feathers ruined.
But I had fully proved that the Chinese are literal!"
GAY

WIDOWS

LIVE

HERE

When Husband Dies in Madagascar
His Wife Is Subjected to Many
Cruel Treatments.

There are no gay widows in Madagascar not, at least, for one year
after the husband has died. In Madagascar, on the death of any man of
position, on the day of the funeral the
wife is placed in the house dressed all
in her best clothes and wearing her
silver ornaments, of which in general
she possesses a considerable quantity.
There she remains until the rest of
the house have returned from the funeral.
As soon as her relatives return they
begin to revile her in most abusive
language and tell her that it is her
fault that she has been stronger than
her husband and that she is really the
cause of his death. They proceed to
tear the ornaments from her ears and
neck and arms and give her a cloth
and a spoon with a broken handle and
a dish with the foot broken off. Her
hair is disheveled and she ie covered
with a coarse mat, under which she
remains all day long and can only
leave at night. And she may not speak
to anyone who goes into the house.
Neither is she allowed to wash her
face or hands, but only the tips of
her fingers.
All this the Madagascar widow endures for a year, or at least for eight
months, and even when this is over
her time for mourning is not ended
for a considerable period.
The last straw consists of the fact
that she is not allowed to go home to
her own relations until she has been
first divorced by her husband's family.
"Wise Child Knows Its Own Father."
In Portland, Ore., there is a certain
automobile man who has
a very bright and charming little
daughter, aged five. Little Dorothy
rides about with papa quite a bit, but
it has never occurred to the fond
father that she was absorbing anything but a fine quality of fresh air
and Bunshine. However, one afternoon Dorothy wentwith mamma to a
matinee performance of the comic
opera variety.
During the initial
features of the performance she sat
quietly by her mother, apparently
rather bored, but when the ballet appeared girls in sparkling waists,
gauzy skirts, and gleaming tights-Dor- othy
came to life. She gazed at
the spectacle with intense interest
for a few minutes, then, turning to
her mother, exclaimed: "Oh, my, how
papa would enjoy this!" Life.
well-know- n

Late Trial for Witchcraft
A trial for witchcraft and sorcery
occurred in England in 1881. This
was the' trial of the Fletchers, who
were famous clairvoyants, crystal
gazers and mesmerists who gave
seances to which the whole fashionable world flocked. .They Induced
a Mrs. Hart Davis to give them jewelry and lace to the value of 10,000,
and when proceedings were taken
against them fled to America. The
husband managed to escape arrest,
but Mrs. Fletcher was brought back
to England, indicted under the old
statute of witchcraft and sorcery, and
sentenced to 12 months' imprisonment
with hard labor. London Chronicle.

The following order has been issued by the postmaster general:
On and after August 15, 1913, the
limit of weight of parcels of fourth
class mail for delivery within the
first and second zones snail be increased from 11 pounds to 20 pounds.
The rate of postage on parcels exceeding four ounces in weight shal
be five cents for the first pound and
one cent for each additional two
pounds pr fraction thereof, when intended for local delivery, and five
cents for the first pound and one cent
for each additional pound or fraction
thereof when intended for delivery at
other offices within the first and sec
ond zones.

The rate for local delivery shall
apply to all parcels mailed at a
from which a rural or star
route starts, for delivery on such
route or delivery at any other point
thereon, or at the office from which
the route starts, or on any route
starting therefrom, and on all matter
mailed at a city carrier office, or at
any point within its delivery limits,
for delivery by carriers from that office, or at any office for local delivery,
Fresh meats and other articles
mentioned in paragraph 2, section 34,
parcel post regulations, when inclosed and wrapped in the manner prescribed by the last sentence of that
paragraph, will be accepted for mailing to offices within the first and
post-offic-

sec-on-

times."
"I'd like to know how."
"People who foolishly apply for a
divorce think better of it and make
up."

ELECTION IN ALBERTA,
Edmonton, Alberta, July 29.

withdrawn. The recovery was not of
much importance, the general feeling
of uncertainty which surrounded the
market defeating tentative efforts to
put prices up.
Fluctuations in stocks were unusually narrow dining most of the afternoon. Traders seemed to be waiting
for some new impulse to again start
prices moving vigorously. Little attention was paid to the crop bulletins)
or to the strength and breadth of the
railroad bond market.
The market closed steady. Buying
of Erie stocks and bonds furnished
the only interesting feature of the later dealings. Some of the favorites
recovered to about yesterday's close,
but towards the close there was some
further shading of prices.
The last sales were as follows:
70
Amalgamated Copper
1 12
American Sugar, bid. .
'
Atchison
9914
110
Northern Pacific
160
Reading, ex div
93
Southern Pacific
149
Union Pacific
58
United State-- ) Steel
108
United States Steel, pfd
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, July 29. Big receipts, fine

weather and weak cables today made
the wheat market easy. The opening
was unchanged to
cent lower. September, which started at 8586, at
down, sagged
unchanged to
86,
to 85. The close was easy with
net higher at 86.
September
to cent
September corn opened
and held near
higher at 63 to 63
the top level. The close was nervous
at 65 for September, a gain of 1
1
cent net.
,
September oats started at 40
an advance of
to
to
, and rose

40.

Provisions developed strength with
corn. First sales were unchanged to
7
higher, including September options as follows: Pork $21.42; lard
ribs $11.8211.85. The
$11.80;
closing quotations were:
Wheat, July 85; September
December 90; May 95.
Corn, July 65; September
December 62; May 64.
Oats, July 40; September
December
May 46.
Pork, July $22.20;
Sept. $21.30;
His Indigestion Cured at Last
January $19.20.
After spending hundreds of dollars
Lard, September $11.77; October
for medicine and treatment for Indi- $11.85;
January $10.70.
gestion and constipation with only
Ribs,
October
September $11.80;
temporary relief, c. H. Hlnes, of Whit $11.55; January $10.12.
low, Ark., was permanently cured by
Chamberlain's Tablets. For sale by
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
all dealers. Adv.
Kansas City, July 29. Hogs, receipts 12,000. Market steady to strong.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Bulk $8.909.05; heavy $8.859.00;
New York, July 29. For the firsr
$8. 90 9. 05;
packers and butchers
time in ever a week today's early stock
lights $8.909.10; pigs $7.5008.50.
market bore signs of having reached
Cattle, receipts 14,000. Market steathe limits of its rise, temporarilv ai
Prime fed steers $8. 50 8. 85;
dy.
least. Following: an inesnlar
dressed beef steers $78.40; western
ing, the list soon showed
a heavy steers $6.508.25; southern steers $5
tendency, especially in Union Pacific,
7; "cows $47; heifers $5(S:8.75;
Reading, Lehigh Valley, Canadian Pa stockers and feeders
$5.258; bi'lls
cific and Can. The decline, was ac$4.506.50; calves $6.509.75. '
celerated by a renewal of the bearish
Sheep, receipts 6,000. Market weak
operations in several of the leaders.
to 10 cents lower. Lambs $67. 65;
There were gains extending to two yearlings
$1.505.50; wethers $4.25
points in the inactive class, but that
5.10; ewes $3.504.60; stockers
movement excited little interest. Crop and feeders
$2.504.
HHXK'v-x--H..H.i..:..:..:.-

86;
65;
41;

43;

.
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YOU ARE INVITED
TO SEE

OUR FIRST SHOWING
OF

I FALL

SUITS AND COATS
FOR WOMEN

We Aave

Just Received Some Very Nobby
Garments Which We Feel Sure You
Ought to See.

Some Very

Distinctive

Styles Lrourjht Out in Each.
YOU WILL LIKE THEM.

t
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The
political campaign in. the Athabasca
constituency ended today. The election will be held tomorrow. The contest is between Mayor James.
Wood
candidate of the conservatives, and
A. G.
Mackay, the liberal standard-bearer- .
Before coming" west Mr.
Mackay was a leader In the liberal
party in Ontario. Both sides have
pursued a vigorous campaign and the
result of the balloting is awaited
with much Interest.

Life.

"Can you build me a piano and
leave the bark on the wood?"
"I guess so," opined the piano man.
"I want it for my hunting lodge
We rough it up there, you know."

e

zones.

One Good Point
"I wouldn't yawp so much about the
law's delay. It is a good thing some-

A Rough

firm.
Some of the forenoon decline was
retrieved when selling orders were

Chinese

were literal," said a trained nurse.
"Last week I satisfied myself on that
subject. As I was hurrying off for a
few days' rest I made up twp brown
paper parcels, which happened to be
about the same size. In one was a
bunch of collars and cuffs for the
Chinese laundry. I was to leave this

NO

news was; not altogether reassuring,
and the statement of the treasury department relative to the decline in
government twos was, deprecated in
banking circles. The bond market was

WEIGH! LIMIT TO

Costly,
"

.

iv

store

of Quality"

;
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C. C. Davis, a well known resident
of Raton, was in Las Vegas today on

PERSONALS
B. R. Townley of Memphis, Tenn.,
Is a business visitor in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Row of Atlantic,

la., are guests at the Plaza hotel.
R. McCune, a well known salesman
of Denver, was a business visitor in
the city today.
N. , P. Webb, the mirror maker, of
Carlsbad, N. M., is in town and will
do business. Adv.
P. S. Blackburn came in last night
from Espanola for a few days' business visit in Las Vegas
Harold Stewart left last night for
sevLevy where he will remain for
vacation.
eral weeks on a
James Folsom, a well known business man of Folsom, N. M was a
business visitor here today.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. "Wieet of Wagon
Mound came in yesterday evening for
a few days' visit in Las Vegas.
H. C. Crail of Rowe came in last
night for a few days' visit with his
son, Dr. F. H. Crail, of this city.
Charles Lloyd left today for Albuquerque, after having been a business visitor here for several days.
George Cantwel, representative for
the Tritch Hardware company, was
a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
Mrs. I. A. Alibuth of Gal"up arrived
in Las Vegas last nigh1: for a few
days visit with friends in Las Vegas.
M. Rudolph, connected with a milling company at Mora, came in yesterai short business
day evening for
visit here.
Sheriff and Mrs. Roman Gallegos
returned from Mr. Gallegos' ranch at
San Jose last night. They have been
away for the past wees.
Manuel Sanchez returned yesterof
day evening from the lower part
the state where he has been for ine
past few days on business.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Cavanaugh of
Liberal, Kas., arrived in Las Vegas
last night and will remain here for
several weeks on a vacation.
Mrs. W. J. Fleming and Mrs. A. J.
,
Thuli returned to Watrous last eyen-with
ing after having been visitors
relatives here for several days.
Frank Minium returned this afternoon to his home at Denver after havin
ing been a visitor with relatives
Las Vegas for the past few days.
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
a
railway, returned last night from
Trinidad.
in
visit
business
few days'
r
Vicente Montoya of the M. Green-bergelast
left
Clothing company,
he. will
night for Santa Fe, where
a.
with
visit
on
spend several days
friends.
Mrs. Justina Jaquez of El Paso
came in last night for a few weeks'
visit in Las Vegas. Mrs. Jacques is
the wife of a well Known business
'
man in Juarez, Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Cochrane of
Central City, la., left for their home
yesterday evening after having been
visitors with relatives in Las Vegas
for the past few days.
A party composed of Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Stern, Mr. and Mrs. Charles tan-zigeMrs. Jake Stern, Miss Addle
Zander, Miss Regina Stern, Miss
Henerietta Rotschild, Miss Louise
Frank, Miss Hanna Frank, Mr. Leonard Hoskins and Mr. Jay Stern returned last night from Santa Fe and
the Valley ranch where they have
been on a short auto trip for the
past two days.

He's a
Wise Man
Who changes food until he
finds that which keeps him in
prime
H-a-

Of

For when we use the kind
food fitted to our needs, we
"

", ' T?
;:-

'A

lth

v a.
trial of

i

''

keep well.
"

fj

Grape-Nut- s
FOOD
Will show

"There's a Reason"
and a profound one.

It will make its mission wel
understood by the increase in
brain and nervous power, and
"
that indescribable
feeling of comfort which
comes w'th well digested food
and bounding health.

business. the Rociada
John
McNlerney,
ranchman, was a business visitor in
Las Vegas yesterday and today.
Mrs. G. A. pritchett returned this
afternoon from Oklahoma City, Okla.,
where she has been for the past few
weeks visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Dunn have returned to thir home at Taos, after
having been visitors with relatives
here for the past several weeks.
Miss Mary Henry of New York City
and Miss H. Hawken of St. Louis,
came in this afternoon for a few
weeks visit with relatives in Las Ve'
gas,
Dr. A. S. Antisdale, the eye physi
cian for the Santa Fe Railway com
pany, who has been examining the lo
cal employes here for the past few
weeks, will leave tomorrow morning
for Albuquerque where he will per
form a similar duty to the employes
there.
STRIKE IS FAVORED
St. Paul. July 29. Returns on

the

strike vote being taken by telegraph
Pacific
operators of the Northern
railway indicat that between 90 and
95 per cent favor a strike, according
to the statement of union officials
here today. The men are asking increased wages and improved working
conditions. No action will be made
by the operators until final results
come in, which probably will be by
Thursday.
RAILROADS SELECT ARB1TORS
New York. July 29. W, W. Atter- buiy, vice president of the Pennsylvania Railroad company, and A. T.
Smith, vice president of the New
--

Hudson River Railwere
appointed this
road company,
afternoon by 42,. eastern railroads
as arbitrators to represent them in
proceedings to settle the trainmen's
demands under the Newlands act
amendment to the Erdman law.
York Central

MARVIN

&

SUCCEEDS

MOORE

Washington, July 29 Professor
Charles F. Marvin has been selected
for chief of the weather bureau to
succeed Willis L. Moore, recently
removed. Professor Marvin is now
chief of the instrument division. He
was appointed to the old signal service in 1884, from Ohio. President
Wilson will send his nomination to
the senate probably this week.
'

'
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WINTERS AND BRUCE
HAVE HANK FRIENDS
IS EXPECTED
BY "HOME FOLK" TO DEFEAT
DENVER NEGRO .

THE RATON

MAN

Great interest is being taken by
the Raton, Trinidad and. Denver box
ing fans in the bout between Kid
Bruce and "Ev" Winters, to be fought
in Trinidad this week. Kid Bruce of
Denver has be?n training in Trinidad
for the past two weeks and has prov
ed his metal there. Although he is a
negro his admirers are numbered by
the fans of Trinidad. He is a clever
boxer, and in the! opinion of the Trini
dad boys, will put Winters away early
in the fight.
Winters of Raton, who is matched
with Stanley Yoakum for a
bout to be fought in this city on August 18, is a popular man with the Raton fans. He makes Raton his head
quarters, and. according to a newspa- la v ViO
,1nn
'in
id
yer 1 Djiui t Liuui LLiai, piaw,
coming lightweight fighter of the
world. The Las Vegas fans are taking great interest in this bout, as if
Winters loses, the battle here will be
called off. There is little doubt but
that he will win, however, as he Is
a clever boxer and has a strong re'
putation behind him..

FIGHTS

FOR TONIGHT

f

Leach Cross vs. Matty Baldwin, 20
rounds, at Vernon, Calif.
Willie Beecher vs. Johnny Martin,
10 rounds, at New York.
Eddie Murphy vs. Gilbert Gallant, 10
rounds at Boston.
"Knockout'! Mars. vs. Johnny Gree,
ley, 10 rounds at Cincinnati.

RACE CONDITIONS

m

TO BE PLAYEB

AGREED

to save

business; lor the young woman to save
enough r
enough to buy her
trousseau, or provide 3 land should misfortune comes tor the married woman to
save to acquire the spirit of economy for the married man to save so
that his family
will not sufkt in time ot misfortune.
The above are some of the real
purposes of a savings account, 4
cent interest

NEW YORK AND ROYAL ULSTER
YACHT CLUB FIX RULES FOR
CUP CONTEST

LAS VEGANS, HEADED BY KELLY,
AND WAGON MOUND CAPTAINED BY J. F. CURNS

One of the biggest baseball sanies
At last, after more than two months
that have ever been played in Las of waiting for something to happen in
Vegas is now in line to be played the America's cup question, it is annext Sunday at Amusement park be- nounced that the articles of agreement
tween the old fans of this place and between the Royal Ulster Yacht club
those of Wagon Mound. H. W. Kelly and the New York Yacht club' have
of Gross Kelly and Company has been signed, and that the races will
charge of the negotiations for the local be held, as agreed upon, on Septemteam while a well known business ber 10, 12, and 15, and other followman of Wagon Mound is making all ing days in 1914, if more than three
races are necessary, says Pair Play in
the arrangements for his bunch.
The game will be fast, as the old the New York Post. The announceheads who have been watching the ment is made by the New York Yacht
big baseball games in the east club, which also states that the presthrough the newspapers have now be- ent racing rules of the club will govcome acquainted with all the late
ern the cup races, and that the time
information of the game. Asmall 'limit for the race has been increased
admission of ten cents will be charged to six hours. Further Information is
at the gate and this will be turned over withheld pending a special meeting of
to the Las Vegas band. A large crowd the club, which is to be called soon
of fans is expected to be at the game. after the arrival in this country of
the signed agreement from the chal-- !
CHAVEZ LOOKS GOOD
lenging club.
It is understood that the reason for
Albuquerque, N. M., July 29. Fight
s
fans who pin their faith on Bennie the delay was the desire of Sir
most
to
minor
the
have
Chavez are satisfied, from the little
Lipton
fighter's appearance, that he Is in conditions fully decided upon in adpractically perfect condition for his vance and all possibility of
before any dethird meeting with Battling Chico at
the Elks' theater on Friday evening. finite steps toward racing were taken.
Chavez says he has never been be One of the points upon which there
fore in such perfect fighting trim, was disagreement was the question of
and he seems to have positively no towing. The Irish baronet wanted perdoubt of the outcome of Friday night's mission to tow Shamrock IV over, as
contest.
he had the other challengers, and the
Owing to the lack of sparring part- New York Yacht club was averse to
ners, Chavez confined his activities that. Just what the settlement was
of yesterday to a little limbering up will not be known for some days. AnA number other hitch was In the size of the ves-- '
work and shadow-boxinof local fighters will take him on to- sel to defend the cup. Sir Thomas
night, however, and enthusiasts will wanted at first to stipulate that the
have opportunity to look him over in defender should be the same size as
the challenger 75 feet but to this
action.
Chico says nothing, but continues the New York club would not consent.
to saw much wood. Some of the wise It is generally understood, however,
ones say they know he has worked that the challenger will be met with
up some unpleasant surprises for the a boat of the same size.
In the cable dispatch from the Royal
young man from Trinidad.
It was announced by the manage- Ulster Yacht club to the New York
ment this afternoon that hereafter no Yacht club on Saturday the club said:
charge will be made for admission to "Sir Thomas Lipton assumes that
the training quarters for the
your reference to your right to build
It
Moose
does not Imply that this
club.
a
fight at the
was also said that Chavez has been Is the intention of your club, parti
matched for a fight with Pat Branni-gan- , cularly in the face of Sir Thomas's
to be staged In Denver within offer to build a challenger of that
the next few weeks.
length. A contest between yachts of
unequal size would be wasteful and
highly unsatisfactory. Sir Thomas un
derstands and appreciates the grounds
TODAY'S BASEBALL on which the New York Yacht club
desires to keep alive the right to de
fend with a yacht of greater length
than the challenger, but is convinced
National League
that the right is so opposed to the
Boston at Chicago; clear.
best Interests of this important, interPhiladelphia at Pittsburgh; clear.
national contest that It will not be
Brooklyn at Cincinnati; clear.
exercised. In his firm belief he has
New York at St. Louis; clear.
authorized us to sign unconditionally
the agreement he has received, and
American League
looks forward witH keen pleasure to
St. Louis at Washington; clear.
a contest between yachts that will be
fairly matched."
Philadelphia, July 29. First game:
According to the general opinion of
R.H.E. the members of the club there will be
0 6. 4 a
Detroit ready to defend against
8 13 1
Philadelphia
Shamrock IV next year, and now that
and McKee; the race is fully settled upon there
Dauss
Batteries:
Brown and Lapp.
will be that action in regard to a
boat which has been too long delayed
New York, July 29. First game:
in view of the fact that Lipton's deR.H.E.
has been at work for some
signer
7 1
Cleveland . 6
time upon the boat which he is to
2 9 1
New; York
furnish. Nicholson Is going to be the
Kahler and Carisch; hardest
Batteries:
designer America has had to
Keating, McConnell and Sweeney.
meet In the more than 60 years since
America won the trophy which has
Boston, July 29. First game:
come to mean so much in internationR. H. E.
al yachting. He appears to be equally
0 4 .0
.
Chicago
successful with large and small boats,
2
7 1
Boston
and there Is no doubt in anybody's
Batteries Scott, Benz and Kuhn;H mind
that Sliamrock, jV. wilJ be the
.
...
Foster and Bomas.
fastest single:sticker that has ever
come across the Atlantic. Of course,
- American Association.
will design as usual, but
Hereshoff
'
Milwaukee at St. Paul; clear.
be alone this time, for
he
not
.will
Kansas1 City at Minneapolis; clear.
and Wells are likeGielow,
Gardner,
Toledo at Columbus; clear.
to be in the field, so at least four
ly
Louisville at Indianapolis; clear.
may be out next spring for
the honor of defending the cup.
Western League
George Cormack, secretary of the
Denver at Topeka; clear.
New York Yacht club, when asked toLincoln at, Wichita; clear.
day regarding the matter of towin?,
Des Moines at Sioux City; cloudy.
said that it had not been discussed
Omah at St. Joseph; cloudy.
definitely. Conditions of the deed of
gift hold that a challenging yacht must
sa il across the Atlantic under her own
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
power, and nothing in the negotiaDiarrhoea Remedy.
tions occurred that will alter this stiMr. W. S. Gunslaus, a Pennsylvania
pulation in any way. it will be refarmer, residing near Fleming, P. O., membered that in the last America's
Pa., says:
"For. the past fourteen
cup race, Shamrock III was towed
"s I have used Chamberlain's Colic over without permission of the defendCholera and T)larrhoea Remedy In my
ing club. Whether Sir Thomas takes
fr.mUy and have found it to be an ex- similar action this year remains to be
cellent remedy. I always have a bot
Been, and If he does, it remains to be
tie of it in my house and take pleaseeen how the New York Yacht club
ure in recommending it to my
Mr. Cormack would
will regard Itfriends." For sale by all dealers.
not discuss this phase of the matter:
Adv.
all he would say was that Sir Thomas
j

j
j

j

i

Tho-'rna-

j
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;
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z
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FOR. THE YOUNG MAN

UPON

HERE

Chico-Chave-

THE NICARAGUAN QUESTION
n
Washington, July 29, The Nlcar-aguaan
American
treaty proposing
protectorate was the center of a
stormy session of the senate foreign
relations committee today Senators
Borah and Clarke took a pronounced
stand againsihr.it and indicated' they
would carry jtheir opposition to the
senate. Tre terms, modelled after
Piatt amendment prothe
posed by Secretary Bryan, would not
prohibit Nicaragua joining the Central
Action was postAmerican union.
poned until Saturday.

"all-over-

Read "The Road to .Well-ville,' ' in packages of

IG LEAGUE

per

at the

PEOPLES BANK ea'TRU ST CO.
-

CAPITAL

-

-

under conditions arranged for the
coming race did not have the expressed privilege of towing the yacht to
this side of the water.
The Royal
Ulster Yacht club's
statement with reference to the water- line length of the cup racers was construed by yachtsmen at Larchmont
as suggesting the fear of Lipton that
the Ntw York club might build a defender of longer water-lin- e
length
than Shamrock IV. As to that, there
was no one who would speak, no one
in authority that is. The fact of the
matter is that the New York Yaet
club has never stated tp Sir Thomas
or to any one else what sort of a defender will ba built. It will all be a
matter for naval architects and the
men ordering a defender, or candidates
for cup defence, to decide. If opinion
in the final analysis leans towards a
sloop of more than 75 feet water line
as best qualified to defeat Shamrock
IV, then the larger type of boat will
be built despite Sir Thomas's perfer-ehce- s
for boats of equal size. This,
at least, appears to be the present
attitude of New York Yacht club members, although naturally none will admit this definitely.

YESTERDAY'S

BASEBALL

National League.
4;

St.

Philadelphia,

6;

Cincinnati,

7;

New York,

At St. Louis
Louis, 0.

At P.ytsburgh
Pittsburgh, 2.
At Cincinnati
Bhooklyn, 5.
At Chicago-Chicag- o,

4 ;

Lincoln,

10; Wichita,

4.

STANDING

CLUBS,

JJFJHE

National League.
Won
.63

Lost

Pet.

27

52

34

.700
.605

Chioago

48

44

.522

Pittsburgh

45
42

45

.500

44

.488

38

51

.427

36
36

56

.391

59

.379

Won

Lost

Pet.

65

..56

28
38

.536

... ......54

40

.574

."...51

47

.520

44

46

Detroit

40

St. Louis
New York

39

68
61

.489
.40S

Club
New York

. .

.'

Philadelphia

Brooklyn
Boston
St. Louis

Cincinnati

....

Tasty Summer Breakfasts
Prepared by Electricity
KEEN morn'ng appetite is a real delight on hot days. It gives you zest
and vigor to perform your daily tasks
better. Delicious, palatable breakfasts
may be prepared all summer long, if you
have an Electric Toaster. If you ever

have had the delightful experience of
eating toast made on an Electric Toaster, you know how good it is how its
savory, wholesome odor, its crisp, golden
brown color tempt your flagging appetite. You can enjoy this convenience in
your home.
Toaster-Conve- nient

and Economical

Wash-

0.

At Wichita

V.f f

An Electric

Western League.
At Topeka Denver, 12; Topeka, 2.
At St. Joseph St. Joseph, 7; Omaha,

V

4.

9; Boston,

American League
At Washington St. Louis,
ington, 1.

S112.000.00

It costs very little to own and use an
Electric Toaster. It is decidly convenient, too simply attach the plug to any
convenient electric socket, twitch the
switch and the Toaster is ready in a
moment no bother or muss. The toast
is always fresh and tasty, because it Is
prepared just as it is needed.

Las Vegas Light and Power
Company

American League.
Club

Philadelphia
Cleveland

Washington
Chicago
Boston

;

.699

.390

60

.320

Won

Lost

Pet.

64

33

.660

29

Western League
Club

Denver
Des Moines
Lincoln
St. Joseph
Omaha

Topeka

43

.552

45

.536

......50
,,..,..49,

47
50

.515

42

52

.447

...40

56

.417
.380

,

Sioux City

Wichita

53

.......52

.........

....., ......38

62

.495

OBEY THAT IMPULSE
of
Instead ot the daily torment
weak hack, backache, sore kidneys,
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey
that imulse to take Foley Kidney Pilla.
with nature, which
They
a "counts for their success in all kidney and bladder disorders. They are
healing,
strengthening and tonic.
Obey that impulse today and give
thenr a chance to help your. O. G.
?chaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

Miner

II

and

Sp eciai cxciirsioi i Rates
CALIFORNIA

td

NORTHWEST

Round trip tickets will be on sale daily
from June i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on ail tickets to Oct. 31, 1913

Los Angeles or San Diego

--

Special dates, shorter limit

$48.00

-

San Francisco - 9
Special dates, shorter limit San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
a.
VJ
r.
Special dates, shorter limit - "T'jC(tJ J
ft1!

mi

MM

--

--

If a substitute Is offered you for
Foley Kidney Pills, It means a cheaper medicine is pressed upon you for
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley
Kidney Ellis may cost the dealeT
more than a cheap
substitute, but
they give better results than any other kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
for Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schae-fe- r
and Red Cross Drug Store, Adv.

Subscribe for Ta

"

JL

Tickets are first class,, good for ste-vin either direction, and for further p rli'c: '
as to routing etc.. please call at ticket chL
D. L. BATCHELOIt,

Ojtlo,

ft.

..:.

?
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

ohe OPTIC

Santa Fe, N. M., July 29. Teachers' examinations for 'Icenses were
held Saturday at Las yegas and at
the El Rita normal. Examinations
for teachers' licenses will be held
throughout the state on the following
dates: August 1 and 2, 15 and 16, and

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

COLUMN

22 and 23.

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

ai

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 1 L. O. O. MOOSE MeeiB second
A. M. Regular comfourth
!
Thursday
evening
munication first and
month at W O VV. Hall. Vlt'.ttai
third Thursday In brothers cordially invited. Howard
J. ThornhilL
each month. Visiting
T. Davis, Dictator:

Insurance Company Sued.
Jacobo Chaves, superintendent of
brothers cordially
Secretary
insurance for the state and by virtue
Wm. P. Mills,
of that position agent for all foreign
RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
W. M., H. S .an Petten, Secretary. J E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 141
insurance companies doing business
TISEMENTS
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every flrai
in the state, was served today with a
NO. 2, Tuesday of the moutn in the vestry
VEGAS
COMMANDERY,
LAS
B.
Baca
summons in the case of A.
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Reg- roomB of Temple Montefiore at I
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
vs. the Insurance Company of North
a line.
to
six
words
Estimate
Tues
sec.
o'clock
d
conclave
ordinary
p. to
lar
Visiting brothers ar
This is an action In the
America.
No ad to occupy less space than two
Ma-Isaac
Invited.
at
month
Appal,
in
each
cordially
ijjay
in
Seventh district court at Socorro,
,,
.
B
All
lines
m.
advertisements
s
charged
Charles
Greenclay,
p.
President,
sonic Tempi at list
which Baca seeks to recover the sum
set
be
will
booked
at
Tamme,
Chas.
B.
KlnkeL
actually
space
retary.
C;
of $587 for Insurance o:i his saloon
without regard to number of words.
and fixtures, which were destroyed
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO,
Cash In advlnce preferred.
by fire.
1.
NO. , ROY
Meets every Monday evening al
VEGAS
CHAPTER
LAS
Mail Carrier Not Killed.
con
hall on Sixth street. All rial
their
MA80N8
ARCH
AL
Regtlar
During his trip to the southern part
to a
In
brethren
first
Monday
vocation
cordially
Inlng
of the state Captain Fred Fornoff
Gui
N. G.;
D. Fries,
Masonic
at
tend.
F
month
each
a
United
the
report that
vestigated
V.
M. Elwood
T
m. H.
7:30
G.;
p.
at
Lehman,
Temple
States mail carrier had heen killed
B. Hubbard H. P.; T. O.
Secretary; Farl Wertz, Treasurer;
by rebels, which report was printed
C. V. Hedcock, cemetery trustes.
Blood, Secretary.
in the Albuquerque Journal and ex
tensively copied in the other papers
HANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
of the state. He says the man was
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
8. Meets first and third Fridays
not killed, but was shot through the
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN I.
Masonie Temple,
Love
at Woodmen of the World
m.
In
at
7:30
p.
arm and that the offenders, two
Macm
ths second and fourt
O
J.
hall,
Mrs.
Rutledx. Wortay
named Castillo and Ponce,
of each month at 8 p. sa
Mrs.
Ames
Mondays
Trlw,
8crtary.
tron;
are now in jail in Deming awaiting
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle
Telephone Mala
the order to bring them to banta Fe
Z. W. Montague, Local D31,
Clerk;
to await the action of the federal WANTED Girl for general house
memDers are espeNO
BROTHERHOOD
Visiting
FRATERNAL
uty.
work. 1102 Eighth street. Phone
grand jury. The man who was shot
and cordially lnvl.
wolcome
at
102
Me
cially
every Monday night
was a regular soldier, detailed to carVegas 202.
ed.
C. Hall, on Dougla avenue.at
R.
O.
ry mail from Columbus to the camps
g o'clock.
Visiting mmberB are
of the United States patrol along the
J. C. Werta, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURwelcome.
cordially
border. His injury was not serious,
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W.
T. Buhler secretary;
J.
president;
it is said.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
treasurer.
C. H. Bally,
FOR RENT Furnished
rpoms for
May Help on Road to Jemez.
and third Mondays of each month,
light housekeeping. 921 Lincoln
Frank E. Andrews, supervisor of
Meet second ana
B. P. O. ELKS
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and La-- 1
avenue.
the jemez forest reserve has written
each
of
evening
fourth Tuesday
dies always welcome. O. L. Flers-mato the chamber of commerce asking
on Ninth street
home
Elks
month
President; A. D. Tillman, Fin
of the chamber in FOR RENT Five room residence with
the
brotli
local
avenue.
Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
Visiting
and
Douglas
ancier;
902
bath.
Fourth street. S. Rosen
the work of getting a road built from
Z. W.
Invited. Got. Wm.
ersare
908
avenne;
Jackson
cordially
deputy,
thai.
Cuba and western Sandov'1 county
1011
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConMontague, assistant deputy,
through the mountains to Espanola
M.
N.
Las
Vegas,
don, Secretary.
Sixth street, East
and Santa Fe. He points out that now FURNISHED rooms for light housekeeping; bath included. 502 Main
the only way one can get Into that
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
street, corner Fifth.
country is through Albuquerque and
LOCAL TIME CARD
CIL NO. 804, Meets second and
Bernalillo, adding that last year he
O. R. C. Hall,
in
fourth
Thursday
spent all his road money on such a FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
Visiting memPioneer building.
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
highway, and intends to do the same
EAST BOUND
are cordially invited'. Richard
bers
Eleventh or Phdne Main 176.
this time, although he says he needs
epan
G. K-- ; Frank AngeL I". 8.
Arrive
Devine,
of others
the help and
1:15
:10 p. m
.
No.
2..
if the road is to be completed within FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
11:06
NO. I No
LODGE
DORADO
4. .11:05 p. m
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call EL
a reasonably short time. The letter
2:10 a
m
a.
2:05
..
PY
No
KNIGHTS OF
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
has been referred to Chairman R. B.
2:1
m
.
1:45
10.
No
p.
I
TH AS Meets
176.
Hanna of the roads committee for in
ery Monday even
vestigation and report.
WEST BOUND
In Castle Hall
tag
FOR
room
on
Five
RENT
cottage
State Salaries Will Not Be Held Up.
I . . . . 1:20
l:4
No.
p. m
Mil. Phone Purple 5301.
Kn'gati
Vlsitlrg
scare abroad
There was a
:15 a.
No. 8.. . . 6:10 a. m....'.
are
lnvit
cordially
in the capitol this morning. In almost
4:30
m
p.
4:20
.
.
Vfc
p.
7..
No.
btJ.
Chaa LlebecB
Lincoln County and Salaries.
every office the employes were talk7:00
. . 6:35 p. m
No.
t..
Chancellor
ner,
Lincoln county has solved the coun
ing about the possibility of their not
Commander. Harry
getting paid because the supreme ty officer salary question temporarily
court decision had awarded the vari at least by making advances to the ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Subscribe for The Optic.
i
Seal.
ous fire companies of the state, the various county officers, for the
insurance monies which had been di- months they have put in without sal
9JO
verted "nto the state salary fund. For ary. It will be noticed that the ad
do
vances
not
indication
of
give any
a time it seemed to be a real serious
matter, but a short talk with Auditor reaching the salaries In the bill
The
W. G. Sargent developed the fact that vetoed by Governor McDonald.
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
everybody would be paid Including the information for the above was con
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice
fire companies. The insurance mon- tained In the following from the of
of the county com
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
ies, which were given to the fire com- ficial proceedings
Lincoln
of
missioners
county:
25c per 100 lbs
law
to
of 1909, amount
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
panies by the
"It appearing to the board that the
about $13,500 annually, and the test
40c
per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
case decided Saturday in which To- - several county officers have been to
50c
per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery.
mas P. Delgado, treasurer of the San- considerable expense handling the
ta Fe 'fire company, won out by the business of the county, since taking
of their respective offices In
opinion of the court upholding the charge
which they have been serving with
1200 Lincoln Ave
which
of
Phone Main 227
court
the
lower
judgment
is
It
out
ad
considered
remuneration,
had awarded Delgado
peremptory
writ on the state auditor, means that visable to advance a portion of such
out by said officers
every fire department in the state expenses paid
own
It Is
their
from
private
will now he making a claim for its
that there be paid
therefore
ordered
one
is
rata.
there
only
Luckily
pro
20c per 100 lbs..
2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del very
$ 800
Porfirio Chaves, sheriff
year in arrears, so that the state sal25c per 100 Ibr
.
200
Each
to
1,000 lbs.,
2,000 lbs.,
Delivery
Doreto Lucero. probate 'udge
ary fund will only lose that much,
30c per 100 lbs
Each
200
commisto
lbs.
1,000
Melvin
lbs.,
Delivery
Franke, county
and Mr. Sargent stated today that
40c
200
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
-- per 100 lbs.
sioner .
he would be able to pay the state
50c
50
Each
Less
per 100 lbs.
commis
lbs.,
than
M.
Delivery
W.
Ferguson, county
salaries as well as the fire
200
sioner
R. A, Duran, county commis1
200
sioner .
ATTORNEYS
800
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aa
A. H. Harvey, county clerk
Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vega Famous.
1000
lasting
treasurer
T.
Dr.
W. Watson,
HUNKER 4 HUNKER
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
800
Henry M. Corn, assessor
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hi
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You can get the paper for $7.80 per
year paid in advance, and we present
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OLD SUBSCRIBERS
as well as new may take advantage of
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit
subscripwill be allowed on
tions.
Cut out this coupon, write in your
name and address and the name of the
boy or girl to whom you want the
given and send it in to the OPTIC.
GO-CYCL-

E

Go-Cyc- le

Please eater my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for lyZ:Z for which I agree
to pay in advance S
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AGUA PURA COMPANY

-

Attorneyt-at-La-

Las Vegas.

New tttxt- -

DENTISTS

given absolutely free to

"x

For Rent

Mrs. W. L. Gumm, superintend-

ent schools

-

600

There is more Catarrh in this section of the country than all other dis-

eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be IncurDR. F. B. HUXMANN
able. For a great many years doctors
Of ntlst
pronounced it a local disease and preDental work of any description
scribed local remedies, and by conmoderate prices.
stantly faillns.to cure with local treatment, pronounced It Incurable. SciRoom 1 Center Block. Tel. Main
ence has proven Catarrh to be a conEast Las Vegas, N- M.
stitutional disease, and therefore re
quires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Ladl
Professional health culture for
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by P. J.
MR8. OLLIE SHEARER
Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the
General Massage, Hair and Beau only constitutional cure on the marIt Is taken Internally In doses
Treatment, Facial Massage. Manicnr ket.
from 10 drops to a teaspconful. It
Plaza Hotel.
acts directly on the hlood and mucous
Office hours 1:30 p m. to 3:30 p. n surfaces of the system. They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it
U-fails to cure. Send for circulars and
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToAUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
ledo, O.
AND
Sold hy druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiSIGN PAINTING

N. O. II E R.MAN
429 GRAND AVE- -

pation.

Adv.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ad, search out the people to whom amon all
those who MIGHT BUY ths particular thlag la worth most.
That property
who reads

want to sell Is WORTH MOST uo sMceoi
this newspaper and wosld sever hear

J"ou

ads. In

your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper want (aae
are anxious to pay eaah for) books, automobiles, used maehiaey
and furniture, articles of sefulness of any sort, and musical
f

As the classified ads. are read b) all possible bnyeis, of all p..
sible sorts of tblags, they have come to be finders of the best aw- kels.

Subscribe for The Ootie.
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Claa i as if iio aaa S'.efl," sne
slowly, almost as If just talking
aloud to herself. "I think 1 could
have stood that. In time everything
would have come to be just a beautiful
dream, Paris and Belmont and all. In
my heart I could always have cherished the memory of a strong, brave
man. the man I thought he was. You
know, Mrs. Hayes, he seemed to me
to be very much like my father."
For a 'time she thought it over to
herself. Mrs. Hayes did not press her,
and continued to show her sympathy
by holding her hand.
"Yes, it would have been a lot better
had he died before I ever knew. What
would have been a beautiful dream is
now only a hideous nightmare. And
I believed in him so!
You who have
seen just a little of him can't know
how I loved him.
It wasn't exactly
love when we were abroad in the same
?s, it was; only I didn't know
party.
it. It wasn't until he had gone away
and no word came from him that I
knew how much he was to me. And
then I met him here. Heaven seemed
to open for me that night."
She turned her head for a minute,
and the tears began to flow. When
she began again her eyes were still
blurred with tears.
"I can tell you, and I could tell
Mrs. Gilbert, that it's going to hurt
me a lot. It's going to hurt to think
how I was deceived. I thought I was
building my house of life upon a rock,
and when the rains came I awoke to
find the foundation was only shifting
sand."
"We all- - have our troubles, dear,"
Mrs. Hayes told her. "Yours may seem
hard to bear, but you must know that
life can't all be painted in rainbow
hues. I've taken you with me into
Belmont's unhappiest homes, and what
you have seen should teach you to
bear your own trials with resignation
and fortitude as a Christian should.
Perhaps it's not well to think how
much better off we are than other
people, but when we do think of it we
see that God has shown us abundant
kindness compared to that given to
others, and then our crosses are
lighter."
"But I loved him so!" cried Gloria,
burying her face in the pillow.
Mrs. Hayes could only clasp the
girl's hand. The attempt to comfort
her was unprofitable. Her grief was
too new, her wounds too fresh for comfort. Longer and longer grew the intervals between her eobs. Finally Mrs.
Hayes thought she had fallen asleep,
but Gloria was only thinking. It came
to her that she was still young. Love
would never be hers, she was sure of
that; but long years stretched out before her. She couldn't be a coward
and shirk those years. Once she had
built her house of love and life upon
the quaking sands, now she vould
build her house of life upon the firm
rock of service. In ministering to the
unfortunate, she might find surcease
for her own sorrow.
"Mrs. Hayes?"
"What, Gloria?"
"I'm not going to let anything that
happened today spoil my life."
"Of course not, dear. Rain today
means sunshine tomorrow for us."
"I don't know about the sunshine,
but I do know that I want to go along
just as if nothing had happened. Tomorrow let's do just what we planned
to do, and the next day and the next.
I want to keep busy. Can't you understand?"
Mrs. Hayes did understand, and admired the girl for her bravsry.
"All right, Gloria. I think that is
best. We weren't put into thfe world
to have only the good things" or lifo
and shirk the bad things We must
take them as they come, the bad with
the good. You are doing just wIiiA
Mr. Wright would have you do it he
were the man you thought hiivf and
he had died before your weddtas clay.
Perhaps all will come out as you once
had planne-l.The daughter of David Kerr shook
her head.
"That can never be."
She said no more, and after a time
seemed to fall asleep. Mrs. Hayes unclasped her hand, turned out the light,
and left the room.
Through the windows streamed the
The girl, assured that she
moonlight.
was alone, turned on her side and
watched the beams creep slowly across
the room.
What a flood of memories the moonlight brought!
Those first nights on shipboard had
been under a silver moon that shed
its rays upon a silver sea. Those n'chis
in France a month later had been iin-'Ia moon no less gorgeous.
Then
!ad come the Rhine and there, too,
had been moonlight.
She tried to think of him as Ii5 lu.d
been and not as he was. In him she
had .found every good trait a man
should have. She was chagrined to
think how easily it now appeared she
had been won. How much she would
have been spared, she pondered, had
she not been so eager for his love as
to show him so soon that she cared
n
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CHAPTER I Gloria Kerr, a motherless
isirl who has pent most of her lite at
school, arrives at her father's home in
Belmont David Kerr Is the political boss
iof the town and ia anxious to prevent his
daughter learning of his real character.
CHAPTER II Kendall, representing the
Chicago packers, is negotiating with
;Judge Gilbert, Kerr's chief adviser, for a
Valuable franchise. They fear the opposition of Joe Wright, editor of the reform
paper.
" CftlPTER IH Kerr asks the
assistance
of Judge Gilbert in introducing Gloria to
Belmont society and promises to help him
the packers' franchise and let
iut through
lim
have all the graft.
CHAPTER IV Gloria meets Joe
at the Gilberts. It appears they Wright
are on
Intimate terms, having met previously In
a touring party In Europe.
CHAPTER
twits Wright on
his failure to keep an engagement to
meet her in Paris. He explains that the
death of his mother prevented his going
to Paris.
"CHAPTER
he
Gilberts invite
Gloria to stay with them pending the
of
the
Kerr
home.
refurnishing
CHAPTER VTI One society bud who
refused to meet Gloria is forced to do so
when her father Is made to feel Kerr's
power.
CHAPTER VIII Wright
his
begins
light against the proposed franchise in
the columns of his paper, the Belmont
VI-T-

Nws.

CHAPTER IX
Kerr, through his
henchmen, exerts every influence to hamper Wright In the publication of his paper.
CHAPTER X Gloria realizes she Is not
being received by the best society and is
unhappy. She takes up settlement work.
CHAPTER XI Kerr and his lieutenants
decide to buy Kerr's papor and ask the
editor to meet them at Gilbert's oftlce.
in his dnlre to
CHAPTER
keep from Gloria knowledge of her fathher
avoids
er's positlbn,
during the fight
tiloria is piqued.
lng
CHAPTER
at Gilbert's
office to solicit a donation Gloria meets
He
and
is accepted
proposes
'Wright
while waiting to be called Into the
XH-Wr- ight

XIH-Call-

(Continued from Yesterday)
CHAPTER XVI.
The unexpected and sensational
'manner In which the visit of Joe
Wright to Judge Gilbert's office waa
terminated was not without effect
upon every one in the room. Pity foi
.Gloria was the dominating emotion,
for everyone present realized her
position. The dramatic revel
jtion of her love affair, the knowledgi
that she had been sacrificed, stirred
every heart. Mrs. Gilbert and Mrs.
Hayes, not well versed in politics, har-bored no slight resentment against th
'publisher of the News, since they regarded the article as too severe. Wer
jnot their husbands interested on the
isame side as David Kerr? And they
were honest men. But their husbands
knew the full measure of the bittei
;cup that both the boss and his daughter, for the father's misdeeds, were
called upon to drain.
The first thing to do was to get Gloria away from the office. For several
days she had been staying with Mra
Hayes, and thither she was now taken.
By Dr. Hayes order she was put al
once to bed, and under the influence
of an opiate, she was soon asleep.
Dr. Hayes came downstairs and announced to Kerr, who was savagely
pacing back and forth in the drawing-roomthat his daughter was Buffering
jfrom a great nervous shock. He also
said that she would probably sleep foi
several hours.
"It ain't no use for me to stay here
ithen," the boss declared. "If you
want me you can git mo by telephone
at my office or Gilbert's or at the
iclub rooms."
"Even if she asks for you," said the
doctor, "I think it best for you to stay
iaway until her nerves are quieter."
As there was nothing further the
(two men could do, they walked downtown together, leaving Mrs. Hayes to
watch over Gloria.
It was nine o'clock before the girl
lopened her eyes. Dr. Hayes had been
Ihome to dinner and then gone out
again. His wife was sitting in Gloria's
Iroom reading by a light which was
carefully shaded so as not to annoy
'the sleeper. She' had turned several
pages of her book with a feeling that
her patient was now fully awake before she looked up to see if her beliel
'was justified. Gloria was gazing
'

!

I

,

at the

ceiling.

"Is there anything you want, dear?"
she asked, going over to the bed.
As Mrs. Hayes looked down at the
girl, she seemed to her like a lily that
had been beaten by the wind and
bruised by the rain and left all for,Iorn to die. In the girl's face she read
the story of the last few hours.
"Is there anything you want, dear?"
,she repeated.
"Nothing."
Gloria looked up at her with a pa
thetic little smile of appreciation for
her kindness. She threw one hand out
on top of the cover, and Mrs. Hayes
took it in hers. It was some time,
however, before Gloria spoke.
"You heard everything?"
-

"Yes."
"And you understand?"
"I think I do, Gloria."

"which Be would lock his hands togeth- curd" photographs, business cards, a
er whenever a knotty problem both-- : calendar with a picture In
many colred him, these little things and a host ors and a bottle of Florida water Dif others would come back to plague
rectly in front of her was the sick
her.;;irl's bed, a cheap iron affair with
All the dear, dead past crowded into massive tarnished brass trimmings.
her mind. It was not of the man Beyond it was a
whom that afternoon she had Bpurned
in imitation of leather. The
that she' thought, but of the man only things which boldly confessed
whom in her heart she cherished her themselves to be Just as represented
ideal.
were two wooden kitchen chairs.
With a mighty sob she began again
Looking close beside her, Gloria saw
to weep. There had come to her the a battered maple washstand and berealization that love was done. Far yond it a door which led Into a closet
across the room the moonbeams crept under the stairs. She glanced curi
before Gloria fell into a fitful slumber. ously at the walls, which boasted eome
cheap prints, most of them showing
CHAPTER XVII.
j
by the advertising matter upon them
from which whisky house they had
"I've forgotten what we'd plannec emanated. Some of the girl's waists
for this afternoon," Gloria remarked and skirts hung upon nails, but the
to Mrs. Hayes the morning after the clothes which she had taken off the
--
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"Then there isn't anything much for
me to tell you."
For a long time she preserved silence, Mrs. Hayes holding her hand
bul.spylr.s mtiisz,

for him.

Every familiar gesture which was at
all a part of him she knew would can
him to mind when another man might
make it The way he held his cigar
when he smoked the odd maimerjn

stormy scene in Judge Gilbert's office. Yesterday was carefully ignored
by both as they talked.
"This was the day Mrs. Wallace
asked us to help her at the mission,"
Mrs. Hayes explained.
She did not say further that she
had telephoned earlier in the morning
and had Mrs. Wallace, the matron,
make plans whereby the whole afternoon would be taken up. She believed Gloria's peace of mind would
be all the greater were she engaged in
some work which would make her feel
that through her the pain of the sufferer was alleviated and the bruised
heart of the unhappy bound up.
It was just two o'clock when they
reached the mission. They had not been
there long before, Mrs. Wallace suggested that they call on a poor girl
's
who was ill in a room over Mike
saloon. The sick woman was
known to her, but she told nothing of
Noo-nan-

ifffiii

trunk-painte-

d

night before on retiring were upori a
chair beside her trunk.
"I heard you were sick," Mrs. Hayes
said sympathetically, "and I want to
know if I can do anything to help
you."

Little Ella viewed them with cold
antagonism. They were not of hei
world and she both feared and hated
them.
"Naw," she growled.

Then against

her real wishes something out of her
old life made her add grudgingly,
"Much obliged."
Mrs. Hayes had worked too long
among such people not to understand,
and she ignored the girl's unfriendly
manner by asking: "How do you fee!

today?"

"I'totten."
"No wonder; it's so close in here.
think it would be better for you ii
you'd let me open a window. It's mild
out. May I?" i
"Go as fer as yuh like; I don't feel
like fightin'."
A nod from Mrs. Hayes sent Gloria
to open a window.
"There now," exclaimed the younger
visitor. "You'll feel better."
"Gloria," Mrs. Hayes asked, so the
sick woman could not hear, "do you
mind staying with her while I go to
the mission for a few minutes? I
want Mrs. Wallace to come over if
She can; and the doctor, too, as soon
as I can find him."
"Certainly, I'll stay," was the prompt
1

response.. "What's the matter with
her?"
"I can't say until I see the doctor,
because I'm not sure, I want Doctor
Hayes to see her. If I can't get him
I'll get Doctor Norton. You're not
afraid to star?"
Gloria smiled. What was there to
fear? The girl surely could not become so ill ii the short space of time
Mrs. Hayes ihould be away as to render her inexperienced nurse absolutely
Two Windows Looking Out Over the
Roofs of Neighboring Houses.

her story. It wasn't much different
from any one of half a hundred she
might have told.
The two women felt not the slightest fear in walking through such a
tough quarter of the town. Mrs. Hayes
was an experienced settlement worker, and knew many of the persons
whom they passed.
They for their
part knew her and respected her for
the kindly charity she dispensed so
unostentatiously. As for Gloria, she
could fear nothing since she was almost in total ignorance of what dangers might beset their path. Then,
too, she was busy with her own
thoughts.
Mrs. Hayes had been told in what
room the sick woman lay, and without
a word to anyone, in fact they saw no
one, they went in the door on the side
street and' climbed the dark, uncarpet-estairs to the third floor. At a door
just at the foot of the flight of steps
which led to the fourth story, Mrs.
Hayes knocked gently. There was no
answer. She decided that if there was
no response to the next knock she
would open the door to see if the girl
were asleep. A second and louder
knock, however, aroused her and she
called to them to enter.
Gloria and Mrs. Hayes walked into
the room, and as the latter went to
the bedsido to explain how they happened to call, the daughter of David
Kerr stood stock still and gazed about
her with undisguised ctiriosity.
The oe'eupant of the room, a frail
little creature with uncertain, golden
hair, was known to her companions as
Little Ella. Upon the blotter at the
police station she was always booked
as Luella Windermere. She had found
the name in a novel and, liking it, had)1
taken It for her own. In the unkindly
daylight, without the paint that
mocked the cheek' that once had
bloomed a healthier hue, the pallor of
her face was heightened by the dark
circles under her eyes. Yet the ravages of a life too harsh for one so
weak had not been so great as to blot
entirely from her face the traces of a
simpering sweetness. '
If Little Ella's room could be
summed up in one word, that word
would be sham. It was not a. poverty
that honestly confessed itself to be
Instead it was a
such, that room.
poverty that slunk away into corners
and hid behind the rankest imitations
of better things. Everything seemed
to have been purchased at the cheapest booths at Vanity Fair. There were
few things of substance, but many
things of vain and empty show. Had
Gloria been more skilled in reading
the world aright, every bauble, every
useless ornament would have preached
a sermon. As it was, there was for
her in large part only the interest of
novelty.
To the right of Gloria were two win
dows looking out over the roofa of
neighboring houses. Between them
was a scarred maple dresser. It was
littered, .among
erMnfSjwitli jost
.

.
helpless.
"Of course I'm not afraid," she replied. Then Impulsively, "Besides, I
want to do some good in the world.
I've been too selfish."
"No, dear, not that,' her companion

gently remonstrated.
"Thoughtless,
perhaps, because, you didn't know, but
not selfish." Then she turned to Little Ella and said in the same quiet
tone: "I think you'd be happier where
there'd be some one to take care of

"Wouldn't you like me to read to you 7"
"Naw. I can read fer myself."
"Perhaps there is something else 1
might do. What do you say, I might
write a letter for you ?"
"A letter? Who to?"
"Isn't there some one who ought to
know you are sick?"
"Who'd want to hear from me?" the
woman replied sullenly. "I ain't the
belle o' the village any more."
"Haven't you a mother?"
"She's dead."
"A father, then? Isn't there some
one watching for you, hoping to see
you come down the quiet little street
Here was an attempt to awaken a
sentiment for the past which met
with no success. Little Ella replied
roughly:
"They're watching at his house al!
right all right him and that pasty
face wife of his so they can run out
and unchain the dog. Then they'd
gather in the parlor an' say prayers
fer the dead that's me,"
"What could you have done to have
your family treat you so?" Gloria
asked. "What could you do to be
estranged from your father, of all per
sons?"
This was something Gloria couM
not understand. Once she would not
have understood a lack of love where
two had lived together continuously
Now she could waive that point, but
the estrangement was beyond her.
Little Ella considered the question
gravely. What was she to tell this in
quisitlve girl who evidently was not
asking questions just for the fun ol
prying into some one else's life?
Somehow or other Gloria began to ap
peal to her. She had decided that
the visitor's ignorance was real, not
feigned. In reply to the question as
to why she was not received at home,
she turned her big dark eyes, luster-lesnow, upon Gloria, and said quiet-

r

t

snapped" tie sieE wbmahT "AH men
alike, neither. It wasn't his fault

I'm here. It's the system."
"The system! What's that?"
Here was the introduction of a new
was
element
Gloria's
curiosity
aroused. There was something inexorable about it, to judge from Little
Ella's manner of speaking.
"Well, call it society, if you want
;to," conceded society's victim.
"What do you mean?"
"Say, are you stringin' me, or was
you born yestiddy?"
She laughed harshly at the humot
of such a question.
"I don't understand," was all Glorli
could reply.

"No."
"Goin" to be?"
A pause.

"No."
"Say, yer overlookin' a bet What's
the matter?"
Gloria felt herself fascinated by this
slight little woman who in her excitement had propped herself up in bed on
a thin, trembling arm. The light had
come back 'nto her eyes as she pursued her inquiries and they shone like
two burning coals.
"He didn't really love me," Gloria
said more to herself than to the girl.
"Did he tell you so? How do you
know?" There was no answer. "Huh!
You asked me questions so I thought
I'd ask you some. Did he know you
loved 'im?"
"He did, but my father discovered
that he was unworthy."
This Information seemed to Little
Ella to be a bond of fellowship. She
fell back on the bed to rest, and remarked philosophically:
"Humph! My ol' man thought the
feller I loved was no good, too. Guess
we've had pretty hard times, eh?" No
reply, "What d' you think?"
"I I he was unworthy."
It was now Gloria who spoke list
lessly.
"So you had to choose between 'im
an' yer father?"
"Was there any choice? I gave
him up."
"I left homei So, you see, I've loved
more'n you've ever loved," she cried.
"You didn't really love." There was
scorn in her voice as she spoke. "I've
gone through fire an storm fer the
man I loved, because I loved a real
man. You must 'a' loved some kid at
the ribbon counter. A real man
wouldn't 'a' let you give him up."
This was a tribute to the animal per
fection of the graceful young creature
before her. The sight of Gloria as
something to be desired, to be possessed, made Little Ella feel that no
man with red blood in his veins would
give her up without a fight She hated
her for her masses of beautiful hair
her deep, soulful eyes, her complexion
of apple blossoms, and her delicate
white hands. She hated her for hei
svelte, girlish figure and her beautiful
clothes which brought out her best
lines. A woman may be down in the
world, but she has eyes to see.
"Look at me," she cried, beating hei
flat breasts with her red, bony handa
"A man died fer me an' he thought
I was worth it. Did you love a man
well enoigh for him to do that fei
you?"
Gloria could only avoid the question
by tactlessly referring to Little Ella's
"Yes."
present state.
Feeling that she must do something
"You don't know what you're saying
this
catechism, Gloria hap
to end
Can't you see what he's brought you
pened to glance at the book she held to ?"
her hand, JLSiL this led her to ask: L"Don't you
say a word aga irhim
she-wo- lf
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The accompanying illus
tration represents the type of tet'
pickers found on the big plantations j
of Ceylon.
During the tea picking;
season on these plantations largti'
numbers of Ceylonesa, women an
girls, aro employed to gather the crop.
They become very rapid and expert
in this kind of work, while their wages
are very low as compared to American standards, yet are amply sufficient
to meet their wants. A loose cotton
gown open at the shoulders and sides
London.

impurities. HERBINE cures all disorders produced by an inactive liver.
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
the bowels and puts the system in
good healthy condition. Price 50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
'TiDrove Your Ccrrmlexion.
Vnnr cninnlpyinn mo well aa vniir
temper is rendered miserable by a dls- ,
I
.1
MUMt-invei aim3 oy consultation.
Take Chamberlain's Tablets and you
vill improve them both. For sale by
all dealers. Adv.
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This elegant Rogers'

of the arms and a
large deep wicker basket stung at
their left side is all the dress and
equipment needed by the workeri
Thus equipped she Is ready" for ai
long day's work. Like our Indians
they have a love for barbario disphtj
of Jewelry, gaudy trinkets of brasd!
and beads are worn even at thel
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Work for Small Wage.

Silver Spoon

Kansas City. Jack Rickart, after at
life of riotous living during which h
got rid of $250,000, la now at fifty-twblind, pennllea, rheumatic and under
jail sentence for selling beer, without
a license, but not repentant.
As he sat In the station, awaiting:
his parole, be was asked:
"If you had your life to live over
again what would you do?"
A smile broke ever the wrinkle
face.
"Let me tell you, boy, she woul 1
same old way," he said. "Itos-perou- s
times cant last always: .mil
when the tide tarns I'm willing to taiie-minwith the rest
"I started life out in California digk
ging sewers. In those days everytir:Jy-dranand gambled. I followed h
rest. I was still young when I ca::ie
to Kansas City. I started in the gambling and saloon business. f Later
moved to the West Bottoms and opened 'The Freighter' la James street.
Money came in like water. Life ia
those days was worth living; hundi.ed-dollbills were no more than so
much dirt.
"Two friends and myself took a trip
around the world. It took 13 months
and about $25,000 apiece. It la better
than a good square meal to me just to
think of that trip."
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you."

"I'm not sick, I'm just tired."
The ignorant fear Bickness and disguise it as long as they can, shirking
the fight and thereby making it all the
harder. Understanding this, Mrs
Hayes answered lightly:
"If that's the case, I hope you'll entertain my friend for me until I return.
She's interested in the work at the
mission."
"You're on," Little Ella replied with
an air of resignation as Mrs. Hayes
left the room. She rolled over on her
side and closed her eyes. Already she
began to feel bored.
Although Gloria had professed that
she had no fear about being left with
the sick woman, when she said it she
had in mind only a fear of being alone
In such a dismal lodging house and
fear that she might be called upon to
act as doctor and trained nurse both
were her patient to take a turn for the
worse. Now, however, a new thought
came to her. How was she to act?
What was she to do to amuse her?
She felt instinctively the antipathy
she had aroused. She cowered like a
lamb before this young
of. the
city. She was alone, defenseless, with
this creature that had so far reverted
to type that she might rend and tear.
Even in a battle of wits, and that was
all there would be if the girl did not
Ignore her entirely, Gloria felt herself no match for this brazen child of
misfortune. Her comparisons wire
physical, but it was not a physical
fear she felt. Sheltered inexperience
was pitted against the most cruel experience society could ever devise or
tolerate.
Gloria was mistaken in thinking that
Little Ella slept, After Mrs. Hayes
had left her she walked quietly back
to a chair by the bedside. On it lay a
cheap novel with which the sick worn
an had been beguiling the time. She
picked 'It up and was turning the
pages casually when a feeling stolt
over her that she was being observed
Putting aside the book, she found Lit
tie Ella gazing at her stonily.
"Say, what'd you come here for?"
"Why," she answered in surprise
"I wanted to help you."
A sneer curled the sick woman's
lip, a cynical sneer of disbelief.
"Help me! To what? I ain't evei
saw you down here before. Come on
what brought you?"
"I came with Mrs. Hayes," was all
that Gloria could find to answer.
"The woman what just went out?"

In

When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
yawn a good deal in the daytime, you
can charge it to a torpid liver which
has allowed the system to get full of
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"I loved."
"Oh!" exclaimed Gloria, and a sudden pain shot through her.
"Oh, what?"
"Was it really love?"
The question came forth without a
thought of how it might affect her
hearer. It did, indeed, provoke Little
Ella, taking away that kindly feeling
which had begun to kindle in her
heart because of Gloria's ignorance.
"Didn't I say I loved?" she demanded harshly. "What do you know of
love? You can't come down here and
teach me anything. Pooh! I don't believe you know what real love is. Were
you ever in love?"
Ordinarily to a girl reared as Gloria
had been no more serious affront
could have been offered her. It was a
meddling with her private affairs
which was unpardonable.
"Was you?"
Little Ella asked the question again
with the sharpness gained from lise
tening to the city attorney
witnesses in police court. Seeing that she was almost compelled to
say "yes" or "no," Gloria replied de
fiantly:
."Yes, I was."
"And yer not married?"
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to Roof of Runaway Freight
Car for Twenty Miles and
Escapes Injury.

Medford, Ore. Clinging desperately
to the roof of a runaway Southern Pa
cific freight car, Brakeman J. A, Fow4
ler dashed through the Medford yardd
at a
gait, pluckll?-swinginhis lantern to give what
warning he could of his meteorlike
approach. The car traveled twenty
miles over the main line from AsMandS
to Gold Hill without accident, rounding several sharp curves, and finally
stopping on a long ascent The operator at Ashland gave warning of ita
coining, and a freight train waa side
tracked barely in time to escape tnei
car. Its flrst twelve miles were covt
',
ered in eleven minutes.

$5,025 FOR FRANKLIN BOCK
American's "Dessert atlon on Liberty"
Brings Liberal Price at
London Sale.
London, England. A copy of Becja
mln Franklin's "A Dissertation on Lib- erty and Necessity, Pleasure amif
Pain," was purchased at the sale of ih
HutU liberary for
1,005 (5,025) by
Kenry Stevens, grandaon of the mam
who once bought the book for haif i.
crown and then tried VBsncccoiifu'Ir
to sell It to tho British mil3cuai for :v.
!ni?a.
Tho only othr copy of tfc
Is the property of tba govern
mnt at Washington.
Starting the bidding for sentiment:-:'reasons at half a crown, Mr. Steven '
foayht for possesion of the book wS:?y
Fsrnnrd Quaritcb. of Ifidon.

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the NorthwesJ
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?
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Las Vegas, X. M.

RIDE

WILD

A

Clings

Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outins?. Why not avail yourself of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the Santa Fe's summer tour specialists? His help will cost you
nothing, but you will find it
invaluable.

Complete information about summer fares and train service, etc.,
sent promptly, if you Hddress
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automobile
o'clock tliis evening.
Light

Iums

NEXT TIME BUTAL:
WAYS THE SAHE
MILD, JUICY, TENDER AND SWEET

ward.

BUTTERMILK - BUTTERMILK
The Crystal Creamery Buttermilk will hereafter be delivered

by the wa.gorvs of the
CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
PHONE MAIN 312

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
(

1

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

TEE BREAKFAST
w;ll always be a success if you serve Chase
6.

Sa-nborn's

SEAL BRAND;GOFFEE
Any food

fast

s good

witn it

THE GBAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE
Sole Agents for Las Vegas, N. M.

Tta L'crj el lla Best cf Everything EoteMe

Rane ?

It Is a combined
Carrier, HltrVChair and Bassinet, and can be changed
frum one to the other MtsUinlly.
where impossible to wheel simply pull a
aettles gently to the ground. Wheels disappear Into
strlnK and the
the protecting side pockets and you have a chair or carrier without lifting
baby out. Can be hung on the arm and carried with ease permit! oue arm t
us show you Its many conveniences.
be free.

Re-
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REV. F. F. GRIM PREACHES INTERESTING DISCOURSE AT CHRISAdv.
TIAN CHURCH
re-

most excellent program has been
lecture to
prepared for the music-ar- t
be given as the first of the hospital
course by Professor B. E. Wentworth
Layton. A number of the leading
musicians of the city will give their
Miss Mae Raynolds, a
assistance.
grand opera star, will sing. Ii is expected that a large audience wiil be
lecture.
present to hear the music-ar- t
which will occur in the Duncan opera
house on (.he evening of August 11.
A

A number of Las Vegas citizens
are considering the conduction of a
baby efficiency contest at the county
fair. This contest will be boosted by
the Woman's Home Companion magazine and it Is understood that they
wl'l offer prizes to the amount of
$200 for the babies showing the best
efficiency. The prizes will be given
to those, who are in perfect condition
physically, and their looks will have
little count in the matter. It is expected that the Las Vegas papas and
mamas will get busy this year and
teach their babies to be efficient. A
baby is always efficient at yelling, but
vocal contests will be barred.

The board of directors of the Y. M.
C. A. met last night at a called meeting to consider the communication
from the Commercial club concerning
the opening of the Hot Springs under
association ownership, a committee
was appointed to discuss the matter
with the Commercial club, and another meeting will be called in the
near future to make the final decision. There will be a special meeting of the Commercial club directors
tomorrow evening at 7:30 o'clock to
consider the report of the Hot Springs
committee appointed by that organization. The present indications point
in favor of the proposition, but a
number of important matters remain
to be considered before any final action Is taken.
A. S. Brookes,

Colonel

Beulah, N. M., July 2C This is the
hottest weather of the year; a little
too hot for whisky punch, but just
about right for beer.
July has been one of the most
rainy ever, and as a result crops are
very promising.
Stock range is all that could be
and there Is good beef on the
range.
Homer Wean chaperoned a party
to the head o.f the Pecos for a ten
days' outing. They were loaded for
trout, big game and makes.
O. E. Burch and vife and C L.
Harris are camping in the white settlements for a couple of weeks.
S. L. Barker and wife are planning
an overland trip to the Taos country
very soon.
Judge E. V. Long and a party of
fishermen are due at Beulah today,
and aim to sample the speckled beauties for a few days on the Sapello.

Read this Testimony
When I
baby was
ten of the
street car

.'

i'

I thought it would not be useful unti1
first saw the Oriole
older, but I have changed my opinion. I would not- exchange for
old kind baby carriages. It is so convenient for taking baby on the
and train, or for wheeling, or for making a bed for baby in the house.
. .
MRS. J. H. CARSON, Chatham, Ont.
-

are the exclusive Las Vegas
agents for the Oilole
We

v-'

et

J..C. JOflNSEN

can i recommend the
Wetter line of Ranges at popular prices.
size (like cut)l?27.90
size (like cut?
J29.9t
$5 down and $1 a week wiil
do, or
10 per cent off for Cash.
We

ONLY AT

& SON

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

"

S. B. Davis, Vice

President.

H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
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I BAKERY GOODS

Y. M. C. A.

TOE

CAN

MERCHANTS GET A

I

CO, (

CI

PIIOAE MAIN 4 and

Ln
21

OF LAS VEGAS.
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BIG BUNCH

OF

Capital,

1AIL

Surplus, and Undivided F'kokits 536.000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and At-commodalion Within the Scope of Good Banking.

1

MORE PARCEL POST PACKAGES
COME FOR THEM THAN FOR
ANY OTHER PERSONS

(merest Paid on lime Deposits

The social of the Ladies of the
Maccabbes of the World will be given
by Mrs. B. T. Green and Mrs. George
Selover Wednesday evening at the
home of Mrs. Selover, 935 Tilden
avenue.

FULLY EOUIPPFO AT YOUR BOOR

$1,050

fwrfrtl

a

tun

iiakfi' eiiT Ns!.

Telephone or .call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Vegas ;Ao!oifiofiiie
Phone Main 344

WY ni3

Machine

Whaien.

f

I

&

Co,

Fowler Props

&

UTG DELIVERY- - WAGOFi

Insures Prompt Unliveries at Mlntnfum expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers

satisfy.

.

...A

and moie customers whom you can
Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power

It

i

i

.

1

one-fourt- h

one-fourt- h

MADE

quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Season

'

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

DIVIDEND
STEEL CORPORATION
New York, July 29. The United
States steel Corporation today declar
ed its regular quarterly dividends of
per cent on common stock
and
per cent on preferred
stock. The total earnings of the corporation for the quarter ending June
30 were $11,219,813; the net income
for the quarter, $31,900,611, and the
surplus, $13,619,305.

K.

Abbott, Captain N. L. King, CapBEST THAT
tain fSomingo Pachecb, members ot
E
the
and
First
Regiment
Company
BE
band, returned Saturday night from
the ten days' encampment at Las
Vegas. General Brookes characterized the encampment as the best ever
held in the state or territory. The
We a. re hea.d- local company was complimented by
Lieutenant Rosell, the regular army
officer in charge of the camp, on the !$
appearance of the men and equipment, upon the condition of the comFruiSs in
pany street, and upon the drill of the
men in extended order. Of the local
men E. L. Safford, J. H. McIIughes
and W. D. Loveless have a chance
to be selected on the New Mexico 1
STRAWBERRIES AN
rifle team which will go to Camp
Perry, Ohio, for the national shoot.
CHERRIES EVERY DAY
E. L. Safford came back with the
company, but will return to T.as
Vegas to practice with the other candidates. Santa Fe New Mexican.

Famous mountain ranch; 31st sea
son. Old management: old rarps. car
riage out every Saturday. T,eave or
ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel

$
4
E2E3232E3328EE?XSS2i

Opposite
"

"The parcel post's value to the bus
iness men of Las Vegas is being dem
onstrated every day," said Postmas
ter Blood this morning as he watched
one of his carriers staggering under
the weight of numerous bundles. "I
have watched the progress made by
the parcel pot and I fiave noticed
that business men of this city are
using it to advantage. There are
more bundles coming in for the merchants than there are for their customers, showing that people are not
using the padcel post to patronize
outside concerns. On the other hand,
Las Vegas business men are saving
money for themselves and their customers every day by having their
RTJSTICUS.
bundles come by parcel post."
The number of parce post packADVERTISED LETTER LIST
ages received by the pos'office yesLetters remaining uncalled for, for terday was so great that Postmaster
Blood was obliged to call on one of
the week ending July 26.
Mrs. Alma J. Allen; Jose Dolores his clerks to assist the carriers in
Abeyta; Paul Cowling; Arthur Coeur; making fie deliveries.
Miss Nel Coleman; C. W. C. Leering;
Last night at the Elks' alleys the
Lewis Duran; Geo. Davis; Miss Polo-nitGarcia; C. A. Heneke; Mrs. H. L. Duncan bowling team went down to
Ketchum (2); Julio Lovato; J. E. Mur- defeat when the Henrlquez team dephy; Jonas Olsson; Harry Roberston; feated It by over 150 pins. The game
T. E. Trombia; Mrs. Merilla Voor- - was slow and there were times when
a single ball failed to roll down the
bees; Ray Wyat.
When calling for the above letters alleys in three shots. The cause of
this is because of the strenuous times
please ask for Advertised Letters.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
of last week, it is declared.

C.

"HARVEY'S"

READS

OF A

No trouble whatever to take baby shopping or calling -- on trains, cars
or elevator no matter where you go or how you eo. The greatest convenience to mothers with absolute comfort lor the baby is an

'

Gneral

-

SUE CI

There will ue a band concert iJi
"Obedience to the Heavenly Vision,"
Hilslte park tomorrow night. An ex- was the theme of Rev. P. F. Grim at
cellent program is being prepared for the Christian Tabernacle last night.
this event.
Mr. Grim chose for a setting for his
discourse the experience of Saul on
Finch's Golden Wedding Kya, aged the road to Damascus.
He showed
in wood. Direct from the distillery how
Saul had made it the rule of his
to you. At the LMby, of course.
life to live conscientiously.
AdT.
Then Paul stands before King
and Bays, "I was hot disobediA marriage license was- - issued this
ent unto the heavenly vision." The
morning at the court house, to Dolores evangelist described this
experience
Gallegos, aged 20, of Las Vegas, and
as a vision of a Saviour, of self, of
Rosendo Ortego, aged 25, of EI Paso.
sin and of service.
"We are not truly saved until e
GarCharles Tamme and Guillermo
have
consecrated our powers of body
cia, who were appointed appraisers of
8
to high and holy aims. Paul
mind
and
the estate of the late George W. Ward
to make known to others
some time ago by Probate Judge Ade- went forth
Christ
had made known to him.
what
laide Tafoya, this morning began
ever true to his ideal of duty,"
was
He
Mr.
their duties.
Ward's possessions
'
'
consisted of real and personal prop- said Mr. Grim.
Miss Edna Gerard and Miss Mauerty, including the stone building on
the corner of Railroad and Tilden reen Harper sang a duet that was
much appreciated.
avenues.'
The services will continue every
"Man's Need of o
M. BiehL the autoraomobile man, night this week.
will
Savior"
the
be
subject of the ser
has received a new gasoline tank
which he will install in his place of mon tonight. There will also be spebusiness at once. This tank is one cial music.
John L. Imhof, minister.
of the Bowser class, and the tank is
buried under the ground while the
liquid is received from over head. The
Bowser people offer a reward of ?500
BEULAH BUDGET.
tor any water found in the gasolio
after it has been through their pump.
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Take Baby Shopping With You

Need a Good

a

STEARIN'S STORE

l3

ill"""

SE10I

NOT THIS TIME NOR

L

"rV'ESDAY, JULY 29, 1913,

imi.

"OBEDIENCE." THE

at 7:51

Lost Gold Waltham watch.
turn to Papen's stor and receive

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

Optic,

Try a dram ot 010 Taylor
at tile Opera Bar. Adv.

PREMIUM HAMS
PREMIUM BACON

f

-

U

REAL MERIT IN
EVERY PIECE

".r"

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulcrs from
ma

ANSWERS ARE FILED
Jefferson City, Mo., July 29.More
than 00 fire insurance companies filed in the state supreme court today
tbelr answer to the quo waranto proceedings instituted by the attorney
general. The companies denied that

GetAiZLES ELF ELD COFJIPMliY, ft gents

FOR. SALE

they had conspired to leave the state,
and said their withdrawals were
Furniture of a

house complete, Including a very handsome
maple bed room suit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and
seat, rugs, chairs, etc.

I

birds-ey- e

TO
Colorado

T

OFFICERS

Springs, Col. July 29.
The
of the present officers
of the order, headed by I. I. Book of
Denver, head consul, was forecast at
the opening of the second session
of the eleventh triennial convention of the Pacific jurisdiction ot the
Woodmen of the World, In session
here.
y

Owner leaving city, wishes to sell afi together if possible.
CALL OR PHONE

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,
Main 40.

r

Prest. and Mgr.
603 Linco'ln

Avenue.

